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CHAPTER

I.

PLATONISM.
Plato united in his system that which
Plato s Three Realms.
in the systems of philosophy which preceded his.
may therefore begin immediately with Plato in our prelimi
nary sketch of Greek philosophy.
Plato divides existence into two great realms: that^ which can
and that
aistheton,&quot;
the senses, the &quot;sensible,&quot;
be felt
i.

was valuable

We

by
The
noeton.&quot;
which can be understood, the &quot;knowable,&quot;
most cursory examination of the sense-world reveals the prob
lem of the One and the Many: for every object is one, inasmuch
&quot;to

&quot;to

Which of these
it is an object, yet manifold in its qualities.
the most fundamental distinction? Earlier Greek philosophy
had given various answers to this question; but none of their
conclusions satisfied Plato wholly. Being, &quot;ousia,&quot; as such,
could not, thought he, be attributed to any finite thing; on the
contrary, &quot;becoming,&quot; &quot;genesis,&quot; was a fitting description of the
phenomenal world. He proceeded further to reduce this dis
tinction to its Pythagorean terms, the Limited and the Unlimited.
As both of these conceptions are united in that of a definite
number, so the truth of both the categories of the One and the
as
is

Many

is

their unity, their mixture,

the eternal process of
phenomenal world.

which

fittingly represented
in the

Becoming which may be witnessed

Unity will apply fittingly to the intelligible world, which alone
has true Being, being &quot;existing being,&quot; &quot;reason,&quot; and &quot;ex
istence,&quot; &quot;Ontos on, Logos, Ousia.&quot;
The Manifold, on the contrary, must apply to the formless,
of which the world was formed.
odorless, chaotic matter,
We thus reach a third realm of existence, which, however, can
only be distinguished as having existed before the creation or
formation of the phenomenal world.
Plato thus recognizes three realms of existence: &quot;that which
becomes (the sense-world), that in which it becomes (matter),
and that from which it is copied (the intelligible world).&quot; God,
is the Father, the reason, the &quot;whence it grows,&quot; the &quot;hothen
phuetai,&quot; of the world; matter is the mother and nurse, the con
comitant cause, the &quot;En ho gignetai to gignomenon,&quot; of the
world; and thus the world is the offspring of God and Matter.
But we must not fail to analyze this intelligible world, this
The phrase given above, &quot;that from
&quot;knowable,&quot; to noeton.&quot;
&quot;hule,&quot;
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which it is copied&quot; implies that somebody copies something:
that the Deity copies the Ideas or archetypes.
There is then,
above the intelligible world proper a still higher realm of ex
istence, the Deity: which, in the Pythagorean terminology ad
duced above would be the Mind, the &quot;Nous,&quot; the principle or
of the phenomenal world.
&quot;cause,&quot;
&quot;aition,&quot;

We

have thus four realms iof existence: the Deity, the world
world of Sense, and Matter. But as the latter

of Ideas, the

realm has ceased to exist since the creation of the phenomenal
world as such, there remain three realms of existence, which
are sometimes referred to as the Platonic Trinity: &quot;Nous&quot; or
the Deity, the intelligible world of Ideas, and the Sense-world
the

&quot;sensible,&quot;

&quot;to

aisthetikon.&quot;

How

loose and inaccurate

such an appellation is, is clear from the fact that Plato himself
did not recognize it. The Sense-world, the supposititious third
member of the Trinity, is the only-begotten Son, &quot;Huios monoof the Deity, the &quot;Eikon tou Theou,&quot; &quot;Zoon a idion
genes&quot;
kai

noeton,&quot;

and

&quot;created&quot;

As

it

is

a

after

&quot;second&quot;

it;

a

the world of Ideas

&quot;eternal

and

God,

&quot;future&quot;

before

its

genesis,

&quot;blessed deity.&quot;

is

a

&quot;Zoon

aidion kai

intelligible organism,&quot; so the

noeton,&quot;

world of Sense

an
is

a

an

ennoun,&quot;
&quot;intelligible organism,&quot; a reasonable living
being, the creating principle of &quot;Nous,&quot; Reason, having reduced
the chaotic, necessary, and &quot;alogos,&quot; irrational Matter to an
image of the world of Ideas.
&quot;Zoon

Thus the problem of the One and the Many was apparently
solved: every object being One, in view of its similarity to the
Idea according to which, as a pattern, it has been created; and
Manifold, in view of the formless matter which had been the
condition of its origination.
2. The Archetypal World of Ideas.
In explaining what Plato
meant by his World of Ideas, we must notice the fact that he
accepts the identification of Being and Thought of Parmenides.
As a consequence, his &quot;intelligible world&quot; is the world of true
existence, and everything exists only inasmuch as it participates
in this existence.
An Idea is that which makes a horse a horse,
and a tree a tree; in short it is a general notion, an universal, a
species or genus, which abides unchanged amidst all the changes
of the individuals to which it applies.
Hence the world of Ideas

the supercelestial

&quot;En
place,&quot;
topo huperouranio,&quot; be
change, far beyond this world, separate from the ob
The Ideas are archetypes, &quot;paradigms,&quot;
jects participating in it.
&quot;Paradeigmata,&quot; of every quality and every thing, many Ideas
at times being present in one and the same thing, as
and
in a &quot;man.&quot;
These Ideas are co-ordinate, being distinct
entities, although they also rank hierarchically from the highest
genus to the lowest species, as they are the existence, being, aim
and end of everything subsumed under them.
Yet they are
passive thoughts, and are without energy; they are only objects
of contemplation, far from the world.

is

&quot;in

yond

all

&quot;just&quot;

&quot;tall&quot;

Platonism.

The World of Matter. It the Intelligible world, the &quot;One&quot;
real existence, it follows that Matter, the &quot;Many,&quot; is nonexistence.
It is therefore absurd to call Plato s philosophical sys
3.

is

tem

a dualism. Matter, &quot;Hule,&quot; the indeterminate, has only neg
ative predicates, it lacks form and quality, and cannot be appre
hended by the senses. It can only be space, the form of (out

wardness, that is, coexistence and unordered sequence. It is an
empty form waiting for a content to be impressed upon it. It
is nothing, an abstraction from reality; yet it is absolute neces
sity, and though not able to oppose the divine power, yet able to
mar its works.
The Sense-world is the most beautiful world
4. The Universe.
possible, being framed according to the most perfect of patterns,
by the best care. &quot;He was good; and in a good being no
envy in relation to anything ever resides, but being without this
he wished everything to become as like himself as possible.&quot; We
saw that the Sense-world was an &quot;intelligible organism,&quot; &quot;Zoon
ennoun.&quot;
It is consequently able to think: and this is the char
acteristic of mind, and mind exists in a soul, and a soul in a
body. As the younger should not rule the elder, and mind rules
the body, the mind of the world was older than the body of the
world. The Universe is therefore a living being, with a rational
soul interpenetrating its body. It regulates and harmonizes the
world; for as human bodies partake of the physical Universe,
so do human souls proceed from the souls lof the Universe.
The Universe thus created is formed in two circles with a
common centre, in different planes; the inner circle is subdivided
into seven circles moving in directions opposite to that of the
outer one. Here we have the fixed stars and the seven planets
with their. orbits.
5. The Rank of Ideas.
Having explained the nature of Ideas it
remains for us to describe the rank and dignity they occupy. All
together they form an &quot;intelligible world,&quot; an &quot;intelligible pjace&quot;
an &quot;intelligible organism,&quot; &quot;Kosmos noetos,&quot; a &quot;Topos noetos,&quot;
a &quot;Zoon noeton.&quot;^ The cause of a thing is not the condition of
its existence, but its purpose; and the ultimate purpose of pur
poses is the ruler of all other Ideas, &quot;basileus,&quot; the king of
Plato combined here the Mind of
heaven, &quot;Dophia, Zeus.&quot;
Anaxagoras, and the Good &quot;Agathon,&quot; of the Megareans and
Sokrates into an &quot;Epekeina tes Ousias,&quot; a &quot;somewhat beyond
existence&quot; an existence beyond all Being, the Idea partaking of
This Being is both Mind and Good: a con
Being,
scious good Being, the Idea, the absolute Unity excluding all
Manifoldness, a glorious fulfilment of the Eleatic dreams. Such
a conception of the Deity lifts him in a separate realm of exis
tence, above all other Ideas soever.
That this was Plato s conception has been much doubted. He,
the Creator, has been identified with the Idea of the Good, as
both are called by Plato &quot;the best of the intelligible and eter
He is himself the pattern he copies in
nally existing beings.&quot;
&quot;ousia.&quot;
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the creation, since he is said to copy an eternal pattern. The
world is therefore called a &quot;sensible God,&quot; an &quot;image of the in
Zeller thinks
an &quot;image of the eternal gods.
telligible,&quot; and
the ideas cannot depend on God without affecting their self-ex
the ideas, for the same rea
istence; God cannot be dependent on
without creating a dualism
son, and both cannot be co-ordinate
Consequently, God and the Idea of
Plato knows nothing of.
diffi
the Good are identical. This view of Zeller s creates more
culties than it explains; for it does not account for the language
was it the Idea of
quoted above, and it permits us to ask, why
the Good and not some other Idea which took upon itself the
office of a Creator?
Why do not several Ideas create separate

universes?

And besides, a Cicator such as we have described is absolutely
needed by Plato in his Physics. The Ideas are true existence,
and Matter is non-existence; and both are separate. How shall

the rational principle infuse itself into matter to make it a ration
al organism, unless the God who contemplates the Idea, gen
erates them as a poet .n himself, and thus, so to speak, incar
For Plato has no principle of Emanationism to
nates them?

him, as had Aristotle.
The Human Soul. We have seen that the Soul of the Uni
verse begat the human souls. Yet we have other accounts
of their creation, which set forth that the Creator compounded
human souls in the same vessel in which he had compounded
assist
6.

the Soul of the Universe, the difference being that the elements
used were less pure; and after creating them, the Creator as
the World-Soul
signed to each Soul its appropriate star. Thus
and each human soul are sisters, and not related to each other

mother and daughter.
Each soul is composed of three parts. The first is reason,
has its seat in the head, and is the organ
logistikon,&quot; which

as

knowledge.

Its

moderate regulation

is

to
of

the virtue called wisdom,

the opposite of this virtue is the vice, foolishness. The second
and its name is the
part of the soul attends to all bodily wants,
It is the organ of perception, and has its
&quot;Epithumetikon.&quot;
seat in the abdomen (the solar plexus). To this part of the soul
God has added, in the liver, an organ of intuitive and presentimentative knowledge. The moderate exercise of this part of
the soul is the virtue &quot;Sophrosune,&quot; self-control, and its op
Lastly, we
posite habit is the vice &quot;Akolasia,&quot; intemperance.
Thumoeides&quot; the courageous
have the third part of the soul,
part of the soul, prepared by the secondary deities, presumably
the World-Soul, and this is the organ whose moderate exer
cise is the virtue &quot;Andria,&quot; courage, as opposed to the vice
cowardice. The fourth virtue, &quot;Dikaiosune,&quot; justice,
&quot;Deilia,&quot;
is the right relation between the above three virtues, and when it
is exercised towards God, it becomes &quot;Hosiotes,&quot; holiness or
who is absolutely
piety, since it is man s end to resemble God,
good. This is happiness. Virtue is the health and order and
harmony of the soul, and should therefore be followed irrespec&quot;to

Platonism.

consequences or sanctions; for to do injustice is worse
than to suffer it from another. This philosophy demands the

tive of

rationality of the entire man.
Yet, in a single life on earth, injustice to souls

is

patent.

God

consequently this life cannot be all. The soul exists
both before and after this life; it transmigrates through all forms
according to inexorable justice. If the soul of a wise man erred,
his next incarnation would be in the body of a woman; if the
soul persisted in its evil ways, the next incarnation would be
If however a soul for several incarnations
that of an animal.
chose the study of philosophy, it would soon become perma
is

just:

nently freed from the necessity of reincarnating.
Pleasure is not necessarily good: it may indeed be evil; mod
eration and health of the soul are pleasurable in themselves.
Pleasure is in itself antithetically opposed to all true insight.

CHAPTER

II.

ARISTOTELIANISM.
i. Plato and Aristotle.
In order to understand Aristotle it will
be advantageous to notice his points of contact with and differ
ence from his great Master.
Both were agreed that Matter was indeterminate, the ground
of all Plurality, the concomitant cause, the feminine principle,
the mother and the nurse of the world.
Here they separate.
With Plato, Matter is non-existence, emptiness, void,
which,&quot;
&quot;En
ho.&quot;
With Aristotle Matter is incomplete, undeveloped
&quot;in

&quot;dunamis&quot; or power and possibility, &quot;Ex hou,&quot; &quot;out of which.&quot;
Matter, according to Aristotle, is much more real than according
to Plato; the latter s system may be described as a monism;
even though the former s may be interpreted as a dualism.
With Plato, the Ideas were transcendent above the World that
participated in them. They were self-existent, objectively real.
With Aristotle, all oV ctive existence apart from immanence in
the things which participated in them was denied them. They
are only the essence of the species, energy, &quot;energeia,&quot; form.
These universals realise themselves in the matter, and particu
larize themselves into things.
Matter, or potentiality, and Form, or energy, are so closely
united that Reality results from both as a third principle. This
their invariable union is &quot;perceptible substance,&quot; as the statue
which results from the union of the bronze and the shape. In
all reality, therefore, we may distinguish the mover and the
moved, the active and the passive. Thus all reality is teleological, having an end or aim to which it moves, as the magnet
moves to the steel. A teleological aim is the very reason of mo
tion, and of every change of matter; which is real existence.
now have a principle which is a satisfactory solution to
Plato s unanswered question why the Ideas were impressed in
Matter; for we have here purposive activity, ranging through
all the octaves of creation, the moving and the moved principles.
This conception which is original to Aristotle is that of de
velopment, with which he finally solved the ever recurring prob
lem of the One and the Many, which Greek philosophy was
haunted by, and which Plato only restated in new terms.
Reality is thus the essence of the phenomena; being, &quot;ousia,&quot;
becomes essence, the &quot;what it might be to exist&quot; &quot;To ti en
and all appearance is the realisation of essence. The
einai&quot;;

We

Anstotelianism.

becoming&quot; of Plato has become the living &quot;de
as soon as a teleological view of it is taken. This
self-realization of essence in the Sense-world is called an en-

mere, inert

velopment&quot;

&quot;Entelechia,&quot; which takes
place under four principles,
Matter, Form, End and Cause. The first two of these principles
refer to things related to each other; and the latter to individual

telechy,

things.

The Deity. When we ask for the origin of the motion of
moving principles, it is answered that this must again be a
moving principle. As, however, we cannot make a regress into
the infinite, we must come to some prime Mover, himself un
2.

the

moved, that excludes all passivity and potentiality, and is pure
This is without Matter, &quot;aneu hules,&quot;
activity and energy.
purus actus, eternal in its motion, simple, continuous, without
the limitation of space. Thus the source of movement is found
outside of the substances moved. It cannot cause motion, be
cause every end aimed at is an instance of this process, and the
prime Mover of the world is its final end, the best, the efficient
cause. All reality lies between Matter and the prime Mover after
which everything strives and which everything desires. The
prime Mover is One, devoid of all multiplicity: therefore im
this account it
mortal, pure, desiring nothing, desired of all.
is the end of scientific cognition; and because eternal, and eter
nally desired of all, no unification between God and his world
beyond eternal desire is possible. The divine Mind thinks of
itself eternally: in it thinker and thought are eternally one, and
at rest; if it thought of creation or of something else it would not
be at rest.
speculation or contemplation of pure thought
is the most divine occupation possible to man, re-discovering
God in blissful rest. Thus God is the end of human contem
plation, thought of thought.
The Deity, according to Plato, was an Idea of Ideas; accord
ing to Aristotle, it was a self-contained prime Mover of all real
And this world lay between
ity, transcendent above his world.
himself and Matter, opposed to him, because excluded from him.
The name of the Deity of Aristotle is the same as that of

On

Human

Plato, The Good, and The Mind. Aristotle claims to take these
names not from Plato but from Anaxagoras, from whose Deity
Plato has also borrowed the name of his Idea of Ideas. Yet it
is true that the Deity of Aristotle is nearer to that of Anaxagoras
than that of Plato; for the former one was the all-including end
of all the
of things, the principle of motion in all reality.
The psychology of Aristotle is radically
3. The Psychology.
Man is a mikrokosm; his soul
different from that of Plato.
Never
unites all the faculties of other orders of living beings.
theless, the human soul may be divided into two parts: that which
pre-exists and survives the body, and that which dies with it.
The former is called
reason, in general. It is the faculty
by which man excels all living beings. The latter is subdivided
Each organ ex
into five
or planes of consciousness.
ists in view of some end, which is an activity: so the body ex&quot;Logoi&quot;

&quot;Nous,&quot;

&quot;souls&quot;

The Philosophy of
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man possesses in
The two lowest
with animals and plants: the &quot;vegetable&quot; and
The difference between
or &quot;reproductive&quot; souls.
similating&quot;
plants and animals is that the latter have a common centre or
central organ, the heart: which the former do not possess. With
animals, men share the &quot;sensitive,&quot; &quot;appetitive,&quot; and &quot;loco
ists

for the soul.

&quot;souls&quot;

common

motive&quot;

&quot;as

souls,

which include memory,

desire,

and

self-activity.

the distinctively human faculty, may be divided
into two parts: the passive and active reason; the passive
on the other
&quot;dunamis&quot; is a &quot;tabula rasa&quot; and receives forms;
hand the active &quot;energeia&quot; generates forms and this active rea
son alone has substantial eternal existence. The active &quot;Nous&quot;
is represented as divine, although in Aristotle s cosmology we
found no place for such a direct unification of soul and God;
since God, rapt up in himself transcended the Universe. In this
its highest sphere we must consider Aristotle s psychology and
cosmology inconsistent.
So far, then, the human soul is composed of seven subordinate
If however we take the two
souls or planes of consciousness.
lowest as only one, then man will be found to have only six con
stituent elements, or counting the body as one, in addition, we
will have seven.
As little as Aristotle s cosmology and psycho
4. The Ethics.
logy agree, so little does his system of Ethics agree with either.
Plato s Ethics we saw to be intimately connected with his psy
chology. Aristotle is however here the true empiricist; he finds
in Plato s account five virtues; he adds to them other virtues he
finds in other philosophies, without much regard to his psychol
ogy. Besides, he differs from Plato in making a virtue the mean

The reason

itself,

between two extremes, whereas his Master had only known of
The teleological end of
a virtue and its contradictory vice.
action which Aristotle assumes is happiness, &quot;eudaimonia,&quot;
He pretends to deduce it
the mean habit of human activity.
from experience; but finally assumes it as self-evident. He di
vides his virtues into dianoetic and natural; but here he forgets
He only points out
to define what the dianoetic virtues are.
various gradations of truth-conception, of which the &quot;Nous,&quot;
with its immediate grasp of intelligible principles reaches the
highest. The good of every being is the rational development
of its powers, and as man s characteristic quality is his reason,
the dianoetic will be the highest. But we have already remarked
that he neglects to define these all-important virtues.

CHAPTER

III.

STOICISM.
1. Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics.
What Aristotle was to Plato,
that the Stoics were to Aristotle.
Aristotle denied the trans
cendence of the Ideas beyond their immanence in things; the
Stoics denied the transcendence of Aristotle s Deity, and recog
nized it as only immanent in the world, so that wnile Aristotle
called his Theology &quot;Dialectics,&quot; the Stoics called theirs
Phy
sics.&quot;
Yet the Stoics belong to a later age than either Plato or
Aristotle, for with the latter s comprehensive glance all former
constructive work was ended.
It remained for the Peripate
tics and Academicians, the Stoics and Epicureans, to combine
what was given before. Besides, the Stoics and Epicureans were
more interested in Ethics, or the practical life, than in theoretic
discussions.
They preferred to borrow their Dialect almost
ready-made from Aristotle, and their Physics from Herakleitos.
In this interest in Ethics they considered themselves followers of
Sokrates, looking on him as the pattern of the virtuous wise
man, and were the beginners of the movement in philosophy
which lasted for several centuries, being characterized by this
preference for Ethics over abstract reasoning.

2. The Aristotelian Dialectic.
Their Dialectic they borrow from
Aristotle with the following changes.
It is named Logic, be
cause it treats of &quot;Logos,&quot; reason, which is already conceived
as &quot;implicit&quot; &quot;Endiathetos&quot; and &quot;explicit&quot; &quot;Prophorikos.&quot; Logic
then is divided into Rhetoric and Dialectic proper; its business
is however only secondary to Ethics, teaching how to avoid
errors.
Doing away with all but the first four of Aristotle s
categories, they reach a criterion of truth, &quot;right reason,&quot;
the quality of compelling assent, logical neces
&quot;prthos Logos&quot;
sity.
Knowledge originates from sensation, the mind being a
&quot;tabula rasa&quot; at first.
Thus, instead of Platonic Ideas or Aristo
telian essence we have reflection or abstraction from these men
tal images or impressions.
This shows us that nothing is real
except corporeal matter; the best of reality is nothing but the
quality of occupying space.
Reality which with Aristotle was
the product of four principles, Matter, Form, Efficient Cause and
Final Cause, is now the product of only two principles, the active
and passive ones, which are inseparable. They do not know
anything of a pure &quot;Energeia,&quot; or &quot;Nous&quot;; they only know of
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a conscious principle &quot;Reason&quot; or &quot;Logos&quot; connected insep
arably with the universe, just as the human soul or &quot;Reason&quot;
or &quot;Logos&quot; is united to the human body. This cosmical force,
moving, active, moulding, reasonable, is &quot;Reason,&quot; &quot;Logos,&quot;
and is the Deity. This form-principle is called &quot;Logos,&quot; Soul,
not destructive, but constructive.
ether, nature, Zeus, and fire
Being constructive this divine fire is the womb and grave of all
things, containing the rational germs &quot;spermatic reasons,&quot; &quot;logoi
The human soul is of like character
spermatikoi,&quot; of all things.
with the World-Soul, and the breathing-in of the cool air of
the atmosphere assists its generation and preservation.
The human soul however, seems to be composed of different
elements, the governing force, is &quot;the logical powers,&quot;
logistikon,&quot; seated in the breast, the generative function, speech
and the five senses. This would make eight component parts,
the crudeness of which classification is apparent at first sight.
Although the Stoics recognized only two principles, the pass
ive &quot;matter,&quot; &quot;He apoios ousia,&quot; and the active, &quot;The God&quot;
&quot;Ho Theos,&quot;
which reason exists,&quot; yet on the other hand
the divine soul is represented as being composed of Hexis,
&quot;to

&quot;in

psuche,&quot;

?husis,
n this

&quot;habit,&quot;

we may

trace

&quot;nature,&quot;

a

faint

&quot;soul,&quot;

and

resemblance

finally

to

&quot;Nous.&quot;

Aristotle

s

psychology.
The formation of the world then took place by change of the
divine fire into air and water; which water separates into earth,
water and fire. Earth and water are passive; the finer air and
fire are active.
Finally at the end of a definite age, all things are
resolved into the divine fire (conflagratiye) after which the world
will be once more created, the same things as before happening
without variation into infinity, without any thing new. This of
course brings into the finite spherical world absolute &quot;destiny&quot;
and &quot;providence,&quot; &quot;Pronoia.&quot; Destiny how
&quot;Heimarmene,&quot;
ever only related to auxiliary causes so that primary causes re
mained in our own free will and desire, whose actions were fore
seen but not predetermined by providence. As to the immor
tality of the soul, Stoic

teachers differed.

The Stoics introduced
new conceptions. In the

into the domain of
first place, man was
Ethics several
considered only in relation to himself, not in relation to the
State of Plato or Aristotle. To live according to nature is not
to live according to the nature of others, but according to one s
own nature; the sage need only know himself. Thus the maxim
to live harmoniously with reason becomes an exhortation to live
harmoniously, in an absolute sense. In the second place, they
introduced the conception of Duty, &quot;pfrlcium.&quot; This does not
only regulate a natural impulse, as with Aristotle, but has the
power to suppress it. It suppresses all &quot;affective states,&quot; &quot;Pathe,&quot;
fear, trouble, desire and pleasure, as leading only to morbid
&quot;Apathy,&quot;
states, pleasure and pain, and therefore worthless.
in con
is consequently the highest human state
&quot;Apatheia&quot;
This state
tradistinction to the Epicurean freedom from pain.
3.

The

Ethics.

n

Stoicism.

can be attained by making dominant in one s nature those ele
ments which do not depend on external circumstances, so that
the sage is dependent on none but himself, and can be happy
even in the bull of Phalaris. The sage is then equal to Zeus,
except in the unimportant physical things. Pleasure may legiti
it.
mately follow the activity Df the sage, but should not precede
The sage is perfectly virtuous for if he has one virtue he will
have all the rest the usual Platonic virtues, the end of man
being not contemplation but action. In this account of the four
virtues the Stoics seem to have completely lost sight of the rela
tion between them and Plato s psychology, their own psychol
ogy being at best very crude.
All men are either fools or advancing towards wisdom, which
is to live according to nature, making human conduct agree
with the all-controlling law of nature, or, as some prefer to
the
put it, the Divine Will. Yet to live in associations is but
means of living for oneself, to attain the chief good; for the
in an
sage is neither husband nor citizen. The wise will live
ideal state embracing all men as such, dividing wealth and ad
vantages, equally to all. Suicide was a legitimate means of end
ing suffering.
The Ethics of the Stoics were in later times formulated into
maxims by Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, which agree so
closely with some of the teachings of the New Testament that
they have been charged with plagiarism. Such a charge is only
earlier
plausible to those who are ignorant of the writings of the
Stoics and the natural development of doctrine. The best evi
dence of this is that Marcus Aurelius detested Christianity. And
this may have arisen from the fact that while its ethical maxims
agreed with his, yet he could not make rational to himself the
Incarnation.
This sketch of Stoicism would not be complete without men
tion of their tendency to seek an allegorical meaning beneath
the exoteric sense of the words. Demokritos, Anaxagoras, Aris
totle and the Cynics, had already explained the fables of the gods
To the
as beautiful allegories, symbolizing spiritual truths.
Stoics, however, belongs the merit of having done this sys
_

tematically in relation to all Pagan divinities, recklessly violating
will find this alle
the most evident rules of etymology.
him
gorical method of interpretation in Philo Judaeus, and after
in the mystics of all ages.

We

CHAPTER

IV.

EMANATIONISM.
1.

The Date

of Hermes.

in

which Hermes Trismeg-

It is

impossible to assume his
Casof Egyptian fame.

The time

istus lived is lost in uncertainty.

identity with the traditional

Hermes

aubon and L. Menard suppose the writer of the Hermetica to
have been an Alexandrian living at the end of the first, and at
the beginning of the second century, who may have assumed
the name of Hermes for several reasons, either that he thought
his doctrines agreed with those of Hermes, or because his dia
logues introduced Hermes as a speaker, just as Plato introduced
Sokrates; or, finally, to gain authority and fame for his works.
He must have lived after Philo Judaeus, and Josephus, and have
been thoroughly imbued with the writings of Plato. He must
have been an early contemporary of Justin Martyr, who refers
to his doctrine of the Unity of God, and one of whose writings
contains a passage verbally identical with one in the Poemandres,
the only complete extant Hermetic work.
Besides, Tertullian,
136-216, A. D., mentions him, so that the writer must have lived
between the time of Josephus and that of Tertullian.
That the Hermetic writings had influence over Ammonius
Sakkas, 241 A. D., is rendered possible by mention of him in the
works of Asklepios, the reputed grandson of Hermes. Besides,
several Hermetic fragments are addressed to an Ammon, who
might be Ammonius Sakkas, if these Hermetic fragments were
of the times of a disciple of Hermes living in the time of Ask
lepios.
2.

Relation

ing

Hermes

to

Christianity.

a Christian.

There

is

no good ground for call
quote him whenever

The Fathers

O

his doctrine agrees with theirs, or could be so misunderstood as
to fit their purpose. This fact, however, should rather raise the
opposite presumption; for they were endeavoring to support
their own opinions by quotations from well-known heathen
who were authorities
writers, as for instance Plato and Homer,
2
among3 the heathen. That Lactantius ( ) and Cyril of Alexan
dria ( ) praised him means little or nothing; for even the Chris
tian Justin held the Logos to be only a &quot;second God,&quot; a doc
trine condemned at Nicaea.
If Hermes was familiar with the writings of Philo, he must
have also become familiar with the locutions of the Septuagint,
this ground, therefore, if
which Philo considered inspired.

On

Emanationism.
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Hermes is considered a Christian, we must do the like by Philo.
The passages which are most often advanced as proofs of the
&quot;Thou, O Child, send
Christianity of Hermes are as follows.
an acceptable sacrifice to The God, Father of all things. But
add also, O Child, through the Logos &quot;Dia tou Logou (V

every particular; especially the
therefore constitute acquaint
ance with the Christian dogma of the Trinity. Again, &quot;Tat.
The Son
Who is the generator of the regeneration? Hermes.
5
see
of the God, One Man, by the will of the God (
Here^we
Philonism again, especially in the expression &quot;one man,&quot; which
refers to the Logos, who must be a man since the human race
That the &quot;one man&quot; cannot refer
is in the image of the Logos.
to the human body of Jesus is plain because from the following
creation
passage we see that this &quot;one man&quot; existed before the
of the world, whereas the human body of Jesus only originated
several thousand ye^rs after it. &quot;But the Father of all things, the
Mind, being life and light, began a Man like unto himself,
whom he loved as his own child, for he was very beautiful,
having the image of the Father. For The God loved 6 his own
&quot;Of
form, and to this delivered over all his own creations 7 (
Thus
whom sowing, O Father? Of the sons of the God (
the Son is the Organism of all things ( ) and the Tool of God s
9
Will ( ).
It has also been asserted that the following words constitute a
reference to the Holy Spirit: &quot;But The Mind, The God, being
masculine-feminine, originating life and light, begat by reason
God of the Fire and Spirit
another Mind-Creator, who being
10
This refers to the Logos,
created seven administrators
(
and as we shall see these seven administrators are not the seven
names of the Spirit but the seven heavens of which the world
It is therefore another name for the Logos, and
is composed.

These words are Philonic

name

&quot;The

in

They cannot

God.&quot;

).&quot;

).&quot;

).&quot;

).&quot;

nothing more.
Again, &quot;Immediately from the downborne elements springs
forth the Word of The God, to the pure creation of all Nature,
and was united to the creative Mind, for it was consubstantial,
We thus see that what above
(Homo-ousios) with it
appeared to be referred to the third person of the Trinity is here
referred to what would be the second; which is also called &quot;the
(&quot;).&quot;

spiritual

Word

mo-ousios&quot;

12

(

).&quot;

Besides, the

word

&quot;Ho

&quot;consubstantial,&quot;

was not used by any Christian writer

of repute for

Con
a century after this, in the days of Athanasius.
in the distinc
sequently, Hermes cannot have used this word
his Philonism,
tively theological meaning, whereas it agreed with
that all things were in God, but not God in them.
But besides showing negatively that Hermes was not a Chris
fact that he
tian, we may show this positively by noticing the
held to doctrines never countenanced by Christian authorities.
13
The Deity is masculine-feminine ( ), there is a metempsychosis
of souls, regeneration is accomplished by silence, and divination
more than

^

^

is

approved of

14

(

)
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Hermetic doctrine differs from
3. Difference from Platonism.
Platonism in several important particulars.
In the first place, we must notice the crude anthropomorphism,
by which the first and second orders of existence are likened
to the human figure. Plato s conception of the Deity was too
exalted to call it anything but &quot;Epekeina tes Ousias,&quot; &quot;that

which

is

beyond

all Being,&quot; &quot;Over-Existence.&quot;

highest order of being was alone Mind, &quot;Nous.&quot; Here
&quot;Nous&quot;
is predicated of the two highest orders of being, with
out making it clear whether there is any difference of degree

Plato

s

between them.

Hermes

limits the transmigration of souls to

and represents that God saves the souls from

human

&quot;this

bodies,
of

shame,&quot;

being sent into the bodies of animals. Plato in his figurative
to countenance such animal transmigration.
In the Emanationism of the author
4. Hermetic Conceptions.
of the Hermetic writings, the Universe is composed of a number
of spheres of being, each the image of the other next above it
15
The highest sphere of being is The God ( 16 ), the next is
( ).
17
the Logos, the Son of God ( ), and beyond him, there are seven
successive spheres of Being of which all things in heaven and
18
earth are composed ( ). Thus, there are nine spheres of being,
each proceeding from the other, in the image of its begettor;
19
Matter being the outermost ( ). When God is considered apart
from the world, the latter, including the Logos, is called the
20

way seemed

Ogdoad

).

(

analogical to cosmology. The soul is divided
&quot;But the soul of man is carried on in this
way. The Mind in the reason, &quot;Logos,&quot; the reason in the soul,
the soul in the spirit, the spirit in the body.&quot; Death is only the
22
retiring of the spirit from the physical body ( ).
Although the Hermetic writer speaks of an
5. Cosmology.
Ogdoad besides God, he usually sums up all existence in three
orders of being, by comprehending the seven spheres proceed
ing from the Logos under the title Soul. Thus we find the so23
called Platonic trinity: The God, the World, and the Soul C ).
He says: &quot;First The God, Second the World, Third the Man;
the World because of the Man, but Man because of the God
Of the entities some indeed are in bodies, some in ideas, but
some energies; but body is in ideas, but idea and energy in

Psychology

is

into four parts

body

The
all

(&quot;)

:

24

(

)-&quot;

The God, is the beginning and cause of
name is Logos, the God, the beautiful, the

first principle,
25

things

(

)

;

his

26
good ( ). In the Universe there is nothing which is not in
God; whence neither magnitude, nor place, nor quality, nor

the

is about the God.
around all things.
The second principle is

figure
is

He
He

is

the

&quot;first-begotten

also called &quot;the
The third principle
is

He

the Universe and the Universe

&quot;God,&quot;

of

God,&quot;
28

Logos
is

is

(

as contrasted with

and the

&quot;the

&quot;second God,&quot;

God.&quot;
2T

(

).

).&quot;

Soul, which

may

also be called

&quot;God,&quot;

Ewanationism.

in a sense

though

second principle

T5

lower than that in which

it

applied

is

the

29

(

).

The Logos is the archetypal system of ideas ( ), and is the
his na
Creator, whom the first principal generates, because it is
For
ture to be good, and because he has a passion for good.
so neither can the God
just as a man cannot live apart from life,
For this is as it were Life, and as
live without doing the good.
it were motion of the God, to move all things, and to vivify ( ).
to the
&quot;While the First Principles is the Creator in respect
Second Principle, the Second Principle is the Creator proper
82

C

).&quot;

The

physical world

is

of course the

body

of the

World-Soul

88

(

).&quot;

The human soul develops34 by the experiences it
6. Ethics.
are limited to
gathers in a series of reincarnations ( ) which
human bodies by the guardianship of good spirits. &quot;For of
The God is this law, to guard a human soul from this so great
3B
of entering the body of an animal.
disgrace (
Between the Soul and the Father is the Logos, or Second
S8
the organ of God s will ( ).
Principle, the mediating element,
37
administra
the
is
this
&quot;And
This is the &quot;prize for souls (
tion of the Universe, dependent from the nature of the One and
which nothing
pervading it through the Mind of the One. Than
men to the
is more divine and energetic, or more unitive of
Gods of Gods to the men. This is the Good Daemon. Blessed
the soul which is fullest of this; unfortunate the soul that is void
)&quot;

)-&quot;

hate the body, in order to love himself, the Soul
attracted to God by contemplation, as iron to the
40
impiety brings its own punish
magnet C ). Thus, contrariwise,
41
ment in darkness and fire ( ). The only evil is ignorance of
42
the Deity C ). And it is possible to discern him through all
since everything is his image, re
things by natural knowledge,
43
motely or directly C ).
The mann by which the soul reaches its development is the
the &quot;silent prayer&quot; of the
regeneration of silent contemplation,
from soul and
later
&quot;Accept rational sacrifices pure

Man must
Man is

(**).

mystics.
heart intent upon thee,

O

Unspeakable, Ineffable, Invoked by
intellectual wisdom lies in silence ( ).
and it becomes. Lay
&quot;Draw to thyself and it will come; wish
of the
to rest the senses of the body and it will be the generation
of the Matter
Purify thyself from the rational avengers
Deity
silence

44

(

).&quot;

Thus

46
by every soul passes through the
The road to be travelled
( )
47
the nature indeed, but of all
twelve signs of the Zodias (4T )
the nature indeed, but of
twelve signs of the Zodiac ( ) not
&quot;

&quot;of

&quot;of

all

shaped

forms.&quot;

Besides silence, the way to reach God is to wrong no
the worship of God is one: not to be evil ( ).

man

(

);

&quot;But

7

life is to become divine.
Spiritual Destiny. The end of
Child, that the soul be defied, placed in
it is possible,
of
having beheld the beauty of thy good C )

O

&quot;For

the body

man,

1
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them not that thou hast been born The God, and Son
51
&quot;But the human
One, which also am I? (
soul, not
every one but the pious, is a kind of daemonhood and divine;
and such a soul, after the departure from the body, having striven
the strife of this piety (but strife of piety is to have known the
God, and to have wronged no man) becomes wholly Mind ( 52
Thus some men are Gods already, and their humanity is nigh
53
&quot;Knowest

of the

)&quot;

).&quot;

to the Deity

(

).

Transmigration of souls is only the means by which such a
can be accomplished.
&quot;And
there, in order, they
mount upwards to the Father, and they deliver themselves up to
the powers, and becoming powers they become The God. This
is the good ending of those who attain knowledge, to be made
54
divine (
Again, &quot;Thou seest, O Child, how many bodies
we must pass through, and how many choirs of daemons, and
continuity and courses of the stars we must accomplish, that we
65
may hasten to the One and Only God (
deification

)-&quot;

),&quot;

CHAPTER

V.

AMMONIUS SAKKAS, PLOTINOS, AND THEIR RELA
TION TO CHRISTIANITY.

The founder of Neo-Platonism was
and
Sakkas, of Alexandria. According to Porhpyry
of humble cir
Theodoret, he was the son of Christian parents
cumstances, and became a laborer. Soon however he changed
He aban
his occupation and devoted himself to philosophy.
doned Christianity, as he could not approve of Christian hos
Later in life, he taught phil
tility to science and speculations.
and demanding a
osophy with great success, teaching orally,
i

Ammonius Sakkas.

Ammonius

doctrines secret. Am o&quot;S
promise from his students to keep his
were the two Origens, Herennius and Plotmos. We
the agreement ot
only know of his doctrines that he discovered
of his
Aristotle with Plato, a remark supported by a statement
himselt
doctrines by his disciple Plotinos, who said that he felt
no more bound by his promise after the heathen Origen and
Herennius had broken theirs.
Plotinos always remained silent about his birth
2. Plotinos.
of having a
day and place of birth; he was almost ashamed
Yet is is supposed on
body, and would not sit for a picture.
or 205 A. D.,
good authority that he must have been born in 204
In his twenty-eighth year he became
in Lycopolis, in Egypt.
with the
the pupil of Ammonius Sakkas and was so carried away
louton
to have said
greatness of his teacher that he is reported
met
Ezetoun &quot;this is the man for me!&quot; From the time he first
him he never left his side until the death of Ammonius Sakkas
eleven
broke up their mutual intercourse, which had now lasted
bind him to Alex
Feeling that he had no other ties to
years
Persia and India, to learn the
andria, he determined to go to
wisdom of the East. To accomplish this purpose he had at
to a
tached himself to the army of Gordian which was destined
he was
campaign in the East; but when the army broke up, teacher
as a
forced to return with it to Rome, where he settled
of philosophy, holding consultations and successfully managing
A. D.)
his school till in his sixty-sixth year he died (270
As a teacher his success was great, instructing poor as well
The Emperor Gallienus and the Empress Salonma,
as rich
success was due not
among others, attended his lectures. This influence
and power.
only to his wisdom but also to his personal
Above all, he owed much of it to his genuineness and spiritual
him he enjoyed
During the time that Porphyry lived with
ity.
as being
four times the ecstasy which he had preached to others

his students

&quot;

the height of

human

attainment.
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According to his wish, Porphyry collected and edited his writ
These consisted of twenty-one earlier, and thirty-three
ings.
later short essays on various topics.
Porphyry gathered these
into groups of nine, which he called Enneads.
The order in
which he placed them was the chronological order of the times

when they were written, so that they are not arranged according
to the subjects discussed.
The style of Plotonis is marred by
continual repetitions and very many obscurities of thought and
diction, so that a systematic representation of his doctrines is no
easy task.
As Plotinos considered himself a disciple of

Ammonius Sak-

kas, we may for practical purposes assume that his writings rep
resent the thought of his Master on all important points.
3.

tiful

to Christianity.
The system of Plotinos is so beau
and so coherent that Christian writers have not been slow

Relation

to ascribe

all

Ammonius

that

is

in

good

How

it

to the early Christian training of

such a claim means can be under
stood when we recollect that Clement of Alexandria accused
Homer and Plato of stealing their best thoughts from the Jew
ish prophets.
Consequently such an explanation of the good
elements of Neo-Platonism would not merit any answer if it
were not that by such a claim (which is still made to-day) the
value of non-Christian philosophy is seriously impaired, and
Christianity is credited with more than it deserves.
In the first place, Ammonius Sakkas was a mere child when
Christian, and left Christianity as soon as he became able to
think for himself. Besides, Eusebius ( 2 ) distinctly states that he
left Christianity on account of its hostility to science and phil
osophy, the very subject of dispute; and it is well known that
converts become the bitterest enemies of their former beliefs.
Would it be likely that Ammonius Sakkas would permit himself
to be influenced by Christianity in the very thing ion account of
which he left it?
Not a single word or similarity of expression in the Enneads
betrays any acquaintance with the Christian formulations, nor
does Plotinos anywhere betray that his doctrines had arisen in
opposition to or imitation of Christianity; he utterly ignores it.
And the reason of this is plain; for the Christian usually be
longed to the lowest and most unphilosophic classes, with a
few exceptions; and it seems Almost amusing to think that a
man so deeply read in philosophy as Plotinos or Ammonius
Sakkas were should borrow all their best doctrines from emin
ently unphilosophic sources.
Further,

Sakkas.

if

little

we examine

the state of contemporary Christian

philosophy we will see that it is almost without exception a ste
reotyped form of Philonism adapted to the New Testament.
&amp;gt;

There are no original conceptions, and no learning; Clement s
mostly made up at
quotations from Greek literature being
8
second hand from cheap anthologies ( ). How then could this
barren source furnish the acknowledged rich results of NeoPlatonism?

fetation to Christianity.
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Besides, none can read the Enneads without seeing that Ploti-

thoroughly at home in all Greek philosophy, devoting
whole books to the refutation of Aristotle s categories and other
tenets, so that we are certain he took all his philosophic material
at first hand from philosophy itself.
nios is

All this, however, is only negative proof; positive proof is
also at hand.
The doctrines of Plotinos do not in any case
agree with the Christian doctrines, and show no derivation from
them. The Christian conception of the Trinity, in its orthodox
form, is that all three Persons are co-equal in rank, and all three
are separate from the world, and as far from it the one as the
other.
The Triad of intelligible beings that may be found in
Plotinos is God, the Mind, and individual Souls, each hierarchi
cally subordinated to the other, and including the world as phy
sical being in the latter term.
Moreover, the whole system of
Plotinos is founded on the thought of development of all things
friom God as emanations; and anybody who has read the Po
lemic of Irenaeus against what he calls the &quot;decay&quot; of God will
not be likely to say that the system of Plotinos had any con
nection at all with Christian dogma, especially since Athanasius
insisted so strenuously on the difference between &quot;made&quot; and
&quot;begotten&quot; which does not exist in the Plotinic Cosmology.
Besides all this, we can account for almost every dogma of
Plotinos in earlier Greek philosophy, as he himself acknowl
edges.

Nor need the moral earnestness, which is found in Plotinos
and which is found in Plato or Aristotle, point to a Christian
origin any more than that of the Stoics, from which without a
doubt, Plotinos and Ammonius Sakkas drew their inspiration.
This brings us to the relation of Plotinos to Philo.
That
Plotinos had read the works of Philo, is entirely probable, al
the
chaotic
eclecticism
and
of
the
latter
must
syncretism
though
have rendered his works repulsive to any but Jews or Christians
who were unacquainted with the sources from which Philo drew
Yet
all that was valuable in his interpretation of the Scriptures.
it is very improbable that the relation between the two was more
than that both of them drew their inspiration from the same
source; for it would have been a great deal easier for the phil
osophic and consistent Plotinos to draw his material from the
original sources, Stoic and otherwise, than to go to a Jewish
adaptation and a chaotic eclecticist for what could be gotten
otherwise with

much

less trouble.

And

as a matter of fact, that

which separates Plotinos, (his emanational explanation of the
derivation of Matter from God), from Christianity, separates
him also from Philo, who never explained that relation. Besides,
the language and terminology of the two differ too much to sup
pose any close relation between them. The Logos of Philo is
with Plotinos Nous; and with the latter we cannot find the
former s important distinction between the Spoken and Un
spoken Word.
We said above
4. The Recognition of the Authority of Plato.
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that

we could account

for

all

Plotinos.

of Plotinos

s

great conceptions in

Greek philosophy. Before, however, making this state
ment good, we must notice that whether we think so or not, it
is certain that Plotinos either thought so, or affected to think
earlier

so in every work of his now extant.
Plotinos relies upon the authority of Plato in every small de
4
tail ( ).
He refers 5to him as &quot;the philosopher,&quot; or even with
a mere &quot;he says ( )
or even without any sign of quotation
as in the famous paragraph on the transmigration of souls which
6
we shall see later ( ). If his opinion clashes with that of Plato,
he will resort to what to us seems a misinterpretation in order
7
to save Plato from censure ( ).
He considers that he is re
and
desires to be called a Platonist;
Platonism,
establishing pure
if the issue is raised, he will refuse to depart from Plato s norm.
Other philosophers are often referred to merely as &quot;the an
cients&quot; or &quot;the ancient and blessed philosophers&quot; &quot;Hoi archaioi&quot;
8
He believes
or &quot;Hoi archaioi kai makarioi philosophoi (
that his teaching concerning the Good, the Mind, and the Soul
9
is Platonic ( )
but he finds it also in Parmenides, Herakleitos,
to be he
Anaxagoras and Empedokles; Anaxagoras is said
who through age attained accuracy. He believes ( 10 ) that some
of the ancients must have known the truth; the only question
;&quot;

).&quot;

;

remains which of them knew it most fully. Consequently, he
criticise them, as he does Empedokles and
u

feels at liberty to

Anaxagoras

(

).

the fact that he claims that the very mar
the same as that of Sokrates and Plato:
He says: &quot;Let us obey
&quot;know thyself&quot;
&quot;Gnothi Seauton.&quot;
the command of the Deity, and learn to know ourselves
This fact might be used to prove that there existed such a thing
as an esoteric Platonic doctrine in which the moral element
was the prevailing one and which was handed down under oath
of secrecy. Many ot the Church Fathers look upon this maxim
as sufficient guide to salvation and it is remarkable how it meets
us everywhere under the same name of being Platonic. At any
rate it is certain that the problems of Cosmology, Physics, Poli
of exoteric
tics, and Sociology which were the main topics
Greek philosophy, are to Plotinos important only inasmuch as
they are deductions from his doctrine of the welfare of the soul.

Worthy of notice is
row of his system is

(&quot;).&quot;

To Aristotle Plotinos is in
5. Relation to Greek Philosophy.
debted partially for his conception of development and emana
tion; for the transcendence of God, for his psychology, and out
lines or suggestions of cosmology.
To Plato, Plotinos owes his Nous (with the Platonic name of
God) his conception of the Earth-Soul, his categories, and al
most all his details, as well as the transmigration and destiny of
souls.

the Stoics Plotinos is indebted for his exclusive moral
and possibly some touches of his conception of the
Earth-Soul, though this is very uncertain indeed, in spite of the

To

interest,

opinion of Erdmann.

Relation

To

to Christianity.
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the Emanationist doctrines of writers such as the inditer of
Plotinos owes his conception of Emanation,
which completed and inter-connected the various stages of the
Aristotelian conception of development. To this source, per
haps, Plotinos owes his mysticism, and burning spirituality.
Thus we see how much of his system Plotinos owes to former
philosophy; and we need not scruple to admit his claim that
he is not an inventor of bold originality, but a high-souled phil
osopher who combined into one system whatever was of value
in philosophy before his time.
Thus, as Neo-Platonism is the
last phase of Greek philosophy, we may look upon his system as
that which represents the philosophy of Greece in its noblest
and most perfect proportions.
the

&quot;Hermetica,&quot;

CHAPTER

VI.

MIKROKOSM AND MAKROKOSM.
i. The
Contemplative Life. To Plotinos there is no object
worthy of consideration except the Soul. All other subjects are
only interesting to him in the measure that they are efficient ac
cessories to this end.
&quot;Concerning what would it be worth to
speak and think, rather than about the soul? Let us therefore
obey the command of the Deity who commands us to know
To this absorbing topic the first and last Ennead
ourselves
are devoted, and there is no Ennead between these two that does
not in some manner, directly or indirectly, refer to the subject
0).&quot;

again.

In order therefore to present the philosophy of Plotinos in its
true aspect, we shall be forced to deal with all other matters
very summarily, reserving all of lour space to the discussion of
the nature and destiny of the Soul.
Most of those who have taken in hand an exposition of the
views of Plotinos have devoted most of their time to his specu
The reason of this partiality may have
lative considerations.
arisen both from the fact that being professional philosophers,
they have looked upon the system of Plotinos as a system of
speculative philosophy; and also from the fact that Plotinos
places the &quot;contemplative&quot; or &quot;theoreric&quot; life as far above the
real Hercules in Olumpos was above his
practical life as the
2
shadow in Hades ( ). For Plotinos the practical life is only the
means to attain the theoretic life, and the latter is the aim of
3
the former ( ).
Yet we must not take this &quot;contemplative&quot; life in the Hegel
ian sense, which demands of the philosopher nothing more than
acquaintance with the terms of philosophy, and a habit to think
of metaphysical abstractions, which no logician would have dif
Besides, such a contemplative life is within
ficulty to attain.
the reach of all, whatever their private moral life has been, and
is not limited to those who have lived all vices out of themselves.
The fact that the contemplative life of Plotinos is exclusively
a perfection of the moral life proves it is something

based^upon
more than mere skill in logomachy. The eontemplative life is
which the soul attains to knowledge of God, face to

that one in

face, rapt in ecstasy.

Such a contemplative

life

isMt that Plotinos seeks.

Mikrokosm. We have seen before that Aristotle was the
originator in philosophy of the word &quot;mikrokosm.&quot; His con2.

Mikrokosm and Makrokosm.
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ception was that man is a universe in miniature, just as the uni
verse is a man enlarged. The advantage of this observation is
that if we know the constitution of one of these terms, we will
be able to reason to the constitution of the other. Thus in order
to know the Universe, we will only have to know ourselves;
and if we seek our highest self, we will know God. If man and
God be separate, how shall man ever hope for an at-one-ment

with God?
Plotinos is not inclined to use the word &quot;mikrokosm,&quot; al
though he has the full Aristotelian conception of it. It may be
proved that in crediting him with it we are not reading into his
system that of Aristotle; for his Aristotelian psychology, and
his continual ascription of psychological terms to the WorldSoul assure us that he holds the mikrokosmic theory.
We will therefore proceed to give a sketch of his psychology,
in order that our investigations in cosmology and theology may

become
3.

lucid.

Every human soul

Psychology.

is

the unity of the following

seven elements:

The God

1.

&quot;Ho

2.

&quot;Nous

Koinos,&quot;
Idios,&quot;

Theos,&quot;

4

( ).
B

Universal Mind ( ).
6
Individual Mind ( ).

3.

&quot;Nous

4.

&quot;Logos, Dianoia,&quot;

5.

&quot;To

Aisthetikon

of sensation
6.

&quot;To

7.

&quot;To

Reason
Meros,&quot;

8

7

( ).

The psychophysical mechanism

( ).

Phutikon
Soma,&quot;

Meros,&quot;

Vegetable

9

life

The form, body, matter

( ).

10

(

).

In presenting this scheme of psychology we must remember
nowhere does Plotinos give us a complete exposition of it;
but it may be proved satisfactorily that he holds it, since he
always speaks of these particular faculties in a consistent man

that

ner.

The

four of these psychological elements compose the
the later three compose the body, the
u
&quot;Eidolon Psuches&quot; or image of the body ( ).
The body is
furnished to us, as we shall see, by the World-Soul, called the
12
The Soul is alone ourselves; it is created
&quot;lunar gods
(
It is divided into two parts: the ideal, and rational
by God.
13
The rational soul is composed of reason and indi
soul ( ).
vidual mind which faculties are realized in almost every soul;
the ideal soul consists of the two highest faculties that are in
many souls latent, or undeveloped.
The faculty of reason constitutes the individuality of the Soul,
for it has the power of identifying&quot; itself with the highest facul
ties or of sinking into the lower.
When the soul does sink into
the flesh, the higher faculties quiesce, become latent, and may
in extreme cases atrophy. Of course, the latent faculties may at
some later date be revivified ( 14 ).
While the soul is incarnate, all the seven faculties are indisolubly bound together; and the bond is broken only at death,
when the soul abandons the body as an old dress.
first

&quot;Psuche&quot;

or soul;

).&quot;
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of Plotinos.

In this scheme of psychology are assured both the immanence
of the Soul in every part ot the body, as the body is
the
Soul,&quot; and the transcendence (of the higher faculties of the Soul
&quot;in

15

above the body ( ).
We must remember that for Plotinos to know a thing, and to
become one with it were identical terms ( 10 ). Therefore we can
become one with whatever we know: and as we have a Godconsciousness, the life of contemplation is the highest of all
20
possible lives for

As

it

means

that

we

shall

come

to

know God

(

).

consequence of this we epitomize the universe, when in
carnate, by having organs by which we can come into com
munication with every one of the Seven Realms lof which the
world consists. Therefore man is &quot;Panta,&quot; all ( ) he is a
21
&quot;Kosmos noetos,&quot; an intelligible world ( ).
The soul is not an
aggregate, like a house, but a unity revolving around a centre
into which it can draw itself inwards ( *). The soul ascends to
its highest heights not by addition, or adding itself to God, but
lb
by immanent union with him ( ).
Once the soul has incarnated into the body furnished by the
World-Soul, it is an indissoluble unity with it, using it as a tool
O, not being affected by its pains more than the workman
is affected by the injuries to his tools ( ).
Then the soul is like
30
a

lli

;

2tf

man standing with his feet
down to the very lowest form

a

in a tub of water ( ), reaching
of being, matter, and being one

with or having a faculty to become one with the cosmical Nous
and even The God
For we know that the soul is kin to the
).
Cosmical Nous and God, by faculties like them, though at times
obscured by being fallen into the flesh (~ ).
a

(&quot;

4

Plotinos does not always speak of the various faculties of the
soul in detail. He usually assumes the practical distinction, soul
and body. The soul is placed between God and the World, so
that like an amphibian it lives now here, and then beyond ( 25 )
being able 3 at its will to think without and against the will of
the body ( -). Often, again, he divides the soul into a double
self: the inner or true self, that lives in the intelligible world,
G
the
soul we saw above
and the external self that
)
lives in the external world, the &quot;rational&quot; soul just mentioned
&quot;ideal&quot;

(&quot;

;

27

(

).

How the incarnation into the body furnished by the EarthSoul takes place is not quite clear: the soul is said to emit a
2S
kind of light or heat ( ) which is probably the celestial spiritual
body we shall see more about later on, in the Fifth Realm. This
light or heat gives form to the body supplied by the World-Soul,
and becomes united to the earthly spiritual body, or perhaps
even forms it.
In order to show forth
4. Cosmological Import of Psychology.
the relation of the small universe to the large one, we must
premise that each separate faculty of -man, while bound by an
indissoluble tie to the other faculties, exists in a universe of its
own. The physical body dwells in a realm of dead matter; the
vegetable soul in a realm of organic life in which organic life is

Mikrokosm and Makrokosm.
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Thus all human powers co-exist in the
possible, and so on.
separate realms for which they are fitted so that in order to be
come universal we need only open ourselves to the universal ( 31 ).
These different Realms interpenetrate each other much as the
different universes of Messrs. Stewart and Tait, in their inter
esting book, &quot;The Unseen Universe.&quot;
The nature of the whole process of existence lies before us in
miniature
The First Realm is The God who is above all think
able perfection and being; the Second Realm is the Divine Mind,
or Nous, which is Divine being and essence, proper. The third,
including the other four, the Realm of soul, which cannot be said
to have being, although it possesses existence. These universes
interpenetrate each other. The Soul and the World, which is its
image, are immanent in God; and God, in his absolute being
transcends all else. The Divine Mind is the image of God; the
individual mind is the image of the Divine Mind; finally, pro
ceeding similarly through all the lower realms in their turn, the
body is the form or image of the vegetable life; this again is the
image or form of the sensual life; this again is the image of the
individual mind. Thus matter is the lowest grade of being; be
yond is that abstraction we may call the darkness of nought,
.

which does not even exist.
While in the mind of Plotinos the immanence and transcendence of these Realms is inseparably conjoined, we will be
forced, for the sake of clearness in exposition, to consider first
each Realm separately, and then to consider the transcendence
of God as shown forth in his image, man.

1

\
(

/

CHAPTER

VII.

THE FIRST REALM, THE GOD.
The One and

In order to understand anything,
the Many.
necessary that the mind should receive through sensation
and reflection ideas and representations. The more sharply de
nned these are, the more thoroughly understood are they; and
they will be clear in the degree that they are limited by and dis
Ratiocination there
tinct from other ideas and representations.
fore necessarily implies a Manifold, which is subsumed under
the Unity of the apprehending mind. Unity is therefore more
fundamental than Manifoldness.
If we should apply these considerations to the Divine Being,
we see that Divine thought necessarily implies a Manifold, the
x
duality of thinker and thought, of being and activity ( ). As a
consequence of this, the Divine activity called Divine Thought
cannot be the highest plane of Divine Life. Above the realms
of Divine thought must be the realm of the Divine Unity of
Apperception, which is above all thought. God is then above
all describable thought, above all Divine Thought, above all
2
Divine Life, above all Divine Being ( ).
for Mani
The highest cannot be Manifoldness; it is Unity;
3
foldness is after all only a Manifoldness of Unity ( ), and every
4
thing is itself only because it thus is One ( ). God is thus above
1.

it

is

5

Divine Goodness, and even Divine Unity ( ), and above
6
Divine Being ( ). If we say that God is Goodness, then the
thought of this Divine Goodness has its subject and object; it
becomes good by partaking of the quality of goodness. And
if it thus needs this quality, if it thus depends on this quality,
then it cannot be independent and self-existent Goodness. The
same may be said of the Divine Unity and Being. Therefore
7
the simple must precede the compound ( ), original being must
be independent of derivative being: cause must be independent
8
of effect, and Unity, of Manifoldness ( ). God is above all cate
gories of Life, Being, Thought and Activity. The God is then
Over-life, Over-being, Over-thought, and Over-activity. In this
last point Aristotle was left behind by Plotinos, who could
not on logical grounds see his way to call God even &quot;actus
God is above even this. That there is a
purus,&quot; pure energy;
God at all we only know by seeking a first cause of all other
causes. God is thus even above the Prime Mover of Aristotle.
God is therefore unknowable.
2. The God Above Cognisability.
He is above all description ( 9 ), be is incomprehensible and infin
all

10

ite (

).

The

First Realm,

The God.

The highest we know does not reach up
12

to

27

him

u
).

(

As he

unlimited ( ) he must be formless,
and therefore be even
14
above beauty ( ). He is above good and honourable qualities
1B
Will as a psychological faculty does not exist in God for
( ).
will is a desire of good, of which God has no need or lack,
16
being its fulness ( ). In God thinking and willing, that is, overthinking and over-willing, are the same, as happens even in a
form of God so much lower than he as the World-Soul ( 1T ).
have already seen that God is above all activity ( 18 )
therefore
19
he is at rest while creating ( ). Being above thought ( 20 ) he
21
is above self-consciousness ( ).
Of him, therefore, we can only
tell what he is not
no name or conception of him is adequate
is

(&quot;)

;

We

;

;

3. The Nomenclative Symbol for the Divinity.
Although we
cannot describe or give a name to God, we are forced to refer

to him in some manner
by some designation. Plotinos there
fore follows Plato in calling God by his most characteristic
quality of Goodness in moral relations, and Unity in metaphysi
cal reflections.
God is therefore called &quot;the Good&quot; &quot;Tagathon&quot;
2S
the One
To Hen ( 24 ) he is often referred to as
( ) and
the first,&quot; for the sake of briefness and technicality in the
aetiological argument for his existence.
4. The God is the First Cause.
Working back from the World
to God we find that he is the first cause. As such, he is activity,
even is above activity, for he is often called &quot;cause&quot; ( 25 ) and &quot;the
28
first&quot;
He is above pure activity, without any outside him
( ).
27
self ( ). He is the origin
Arche of all things although he
28
is really above origin C ) because the word
denotes
origin
29
something which concerns us, not him ( ). He may be called
the centre of all things, with the same limitation as above ( 30 ).
If God is so perfect in his self5. The God s Necessity to Love.
existence, what can induce him to beget anything at all ?
The great argument of Irenaeus against the development or
emanation of God into his world was that this was nothing more
or less than decay of the Divine Being. This objection is how
;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

ever founded on a gross misconception, induced perhaps byif
passionate antagonism. If God is perfect, he cannot decay
he generates worlds and souls he does it from any other cause
31
than decay or degeneration of his Being ( ).
Why could not the perfect Being remain alone, without creat
ing or begetting other Beings? Because as every perfect Being
on earth seeks to bring forth another, and the being on earth is
in the
image^ faint indeed, of God, so the most perfect of all
must beget, giving of himself without envy ( 32 ). The world was
not made by a chance desire nor was it made because of
33
34
ratiocinative reasons ( )
the nature of himself ( ) for it is a
physical (that is, a non-argumentative) necessity of his nature
to beget. As God s nature is eternal, so are the offsprings of
his nature also eternal ( 35 ).
This necessity of God s nature follows from the fact that God
is love, for the nature of Being, whatever its degree, is love.
;

;

:
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&quot;

Plotinos.

The

universal soul has an universal love
each individual soul
individual love
and the love of the highest soul is God
(
Apart from
partaking of the Divine Good no things love
3T
or are loved ( ) and the soul by the very constitution of its na
ture loves God and is ever forced to begin over and over to love

has

;

its

;

36

).&quot;

him

38

(

).

Manner

of Begetting.
Love is a sufficient reason for all be
but the question remains,
does this disinterested
getting
love beget?
This is a question the wisest have never been able to explain
except by the use of illustrations drawn from the natural world.
Plotinos likens God to a river which is so full that it overflows
its banks
and the water which has overflowed does the same,
3a
extending itself ever in wider circuits ( ). This figure must
however be taken with caution for it should not indicate either
40
a temporal becoming ( ), since creation always takes place from
41
the inner or causal side ( )
nor should it be understood to be
an emanation such as would abstract from the power of the first
cause the latter remains unmoved and undiminished, while the
2
stream of being flows from him (* ).
That which proceeds from him ever remains in him but he
43
is not in it as if contained by it ( ).
Plotinos advances the timehonoured illustration of the sun and the ray of light that pro
44
ceeds from it without diminishing its light or heat ( ).
These illustrations are to-day no longer intelligible, from the
fact that the law of continuity demands that the sun s heat should
grow less by just, the amount that is substracted from it in the
form of the light of the ray, even though the sun s heat be so
enormous that the loss be not apparent. Unless therefore we
find some other means of explaining the continued self-existence
01 God, in spite of his eternal begetting, which is doubtless the
case, the whole theory of Plotinos must be said to be yet un
the
Nevertheless, Plotinos would not suffer alone
proved.
whole philosophy of Christianity would fall together with his.
The details of the process of
7. Relation of Cause and ITorld.
as follows : God is the sun which enlightens the
begetting are
46
45
Universe ( ) and rules all existence with his power C ). He is
4T
the centre around which everything revolves ( )
every little
part is organically related to the whole, so that from knowledge
48
of its nature, the nature of the centre may be deduced C ). All
49
creation has a natural longing for the first cause ( ) and turns
itself towards him as a sunflower to the sun, in the degree that
and the excellence of the nature
its nature permits it to do so
is judged by the power it possesses of turning to the first cause
50
This is the natural instinct of self-preservation for inas
(
).
much as the creature Mturns itself to its creator, does it turn itself
to its highest good ( ).
likened to the natural de
The process of begetting may be
52
velopment of a plant from a seed ( ) and that which is begotten
may be called the son of the begettor, the53 latter thus becoming
the father of that which it has begotten C ). The first-begotten
is the image of the Begettor, the second-begotten of the First,
6.

How

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

The

First Realm,

The God.

29

M
( ) Unity and Perfection decreasing simultaneously
Each thing is itself inasmuch as it is a Unity, and fulfils its
function and nature ( ). The Divine Mind impresses its Ideas

and so on
55

(

).

5&amp;lt;J

matter as with a seal, so that things are living expressions of
a divine Idea
That which is begotten is of course never of
at each be
equal intensity of being with that which begot it
getting of an image the light of perfection dims off into the
darkness of non-existence, Manifoldness increasing, and Unity
in

(&quot;).

;

disappearing.
In matter, things are separated by space
but in the Divine
M
Mind, they are only separated by form ( ). Thus the soul is
wholly in every single member of the body therefore we may
59
Thus also God is
say correctly the body is in the soul ( ).
in
of
the
wholly
every single part
world, for the world, and all
50
that is, is in him C ). The presence of the divine is always, for
lower beings, mediated through the presence of the intermediate
stages of Being. Thus in the physical World there are every
where three stages of being God. the Nous, and the EarthSoul.
If the centre of the Universe be God, then the First Sphere
is that of Nous, enlightened by God
the Second is that soul,
the Third is that of body, enlightened
enlightened by the Nous
61
to the soul, the soul to the
by that of soul ( ). The body turns
62
Thus each sphere is a dif
Nous, and through it to God
( ).
63
ferent plenitude of divinity C ), each depending on the next high
;

;

:

:

;

64

est sphere ( ).
In this manner all the different Realms interpenetrate each
other.
Plotinos sought to make this conception clear by illus
trating it from the natural world The soul is everywhere in the
65
body, as light as in air ( ) but the body is in the soul as air in
the light being rightly distinguished as the most basic
light
66
principle of the two ( ). The intellect generates and governs
the lower powers as splendour is in the ray, the ray in the light,
the light in the sun (&quot;).
:

;

;

The question occured to Plotinos, how does each soul get an
undivided unit or quality of life from the World-Soul? This dif
ficulty was settled by referring to the fact that many ears can
68
hear the same voice, the sound being in each case \ ndivided C ).
Thus, wherever we are, a r e the three presences, God, the Mind,
and the World-Soul, which are known by the goodness, beauty,
89
which we

find inherent in all things on earth ( ).
world, is excess of power, in
space in the physical
70
in the physical world the cat
tensity, in all higher spheres ( )
the intelligible
egories of space and time represent nothing in
n
World, form alone differentiating beings there ( ). Thus, on dif
ferent planes, each faculty of man is conscious of itself in its own
way, and in its own kinds of72 limitation, connecting man with all
the octaves of the universe ( ). These major and minor Realms
interpenetrating each other form a perfect harmony all together;
and their activity produces that harmony of the spheres which
haunted all Greek philosophy, and which was the great Te Deum

and

life

What

is

;

of creation

(&quot;).
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THE SECOND REALM, GOD, COSMIC MIND.
i.

God.

Saturn, the Cognisable Deity. The first Realm was called
The second,Plotinos calls Saturn, for shortness of ap

pellation C).

We

saw, in speaking of the First Realm, that ratiocination im
Manifold, which shall be subsumed under the Unity of
apperception, besides being limited by a Unity of same logical
intension as itself. This Unity of apperception, which lies be
hind the Manifold and Unity of ratiocination, was when applied
This Manifold and Unity of ratiocina
to the universe, God.
tion itself then becomes, applied to the universe, the Divine
Mind, Nous. It2 is therefore no more strict unity, but Unity
3
thinker and thought, subject and object ( ).
with Manifold (
con
It
think?
Mind
Divine
the
does
of
kind
What
thoughts
templates iself, and thus thinks of that of which it is the image,
of appercep
just as the human reason thinks of the higher unity
tion, which is conscious of more than itself. God was Over-beau
God is Over-being, Overtiful; the Divine Mind is beautiful.
good, Over-life, Over-thought the Divine Mind is being, good
the Divine Mind
God is Over-activity
ness, life, and thought.
4
As eternity is only
is primary activity complete in its self ( )5
it may
intensity of the intelligible action of the6 Divine Mind ( ),
be said to live in eternity, not in time ( ). Thus it comprehends
all things that have existed, that exist, or that shall exist.
The consequence of this determination is that the Divine Mind
plies a

)&amp;gt;

;

;

n
cannot
ory for the past ( ). As human powers of ratiocination
actual
the
Unity of apperception, but still can des
contemplate
can never behold the actual
cribe it and grasp it, so the Nous
13
God ( 12 ) but can describe him ( ). Moreover, it 14cannot behold
what is below it, because itself is wholly thought ( ).
God was Over-being and
2. Identity of Being and Thought.
the Divine Nous is full being. And as Being and Thought are
Divine Mind are reality
identical, the system of Thoughts of the
1B
It is on this account that Plotinos refutes the ten Aris
(

).

totelian and four Stoical Categories. These treated of the qual
but if matter is only an image of mind, then if
ities of matter
there are any Categories at all, they must be Categories of Mind,
;

The Second Realm, Cosmic Mind.
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16
beginning with Thought and Being ( ). The Divine Mind in
cludes ideas of all things and all numbers, so that it is a true in
Kosmos Noetos&quot; ( 17 ). The Divine Mind is
telligible World,
to its Ideas as the science of geometry is to the propositions
contained in it ( 18 ) it thinks of all things ( 19 ) and thus its uni
20
versal has all forms ( ).
It contains as one power all powers, as
one God all lower Gods ( 21 ). It possesses life in itself and has
&quot;

;

the original archetypes of all things ( 22 ). Even small things ( 2S )
and human powers ( 24 ) are represented in it. The harmony and
2B
peace of this world is blessedness ( ) inasmuch as it accounts
for the beauty in all things, which is as it were the trace of its

presence in any thing
ness of perfect motion.

;

and

this

beauty proceeds from the

still

CHAPTER

IX.

THE THIRD REALM THE SOUL.
:

i. The
Over-God, Saturn and Zeus-Rhea. The soTrinity
called Platonic Trinity may be found, in a form much altered
from the original, in the speculations of Plotinos.
It is very true that Plotinos seems to be a little uncertain about
He speaks of three successive states of being,
it in some places.
:

one lower than the other,
Gods, daemons, and men (
Again, he speaks as if there were four orders the Good, the
the World-Soul, and daemons, which are the human souls
Nous,
2
Again, he speaks of souls of spheres and stars, spheres,
( ).
and the space below the moon, corresponding to divine, human,
&quot;

).&quot;

:

and

bestial

men

3

( ).

Yet, as a rule, he does not hesitate in enunciating a three-fold
order of existence God, the Nous, and the Soul (*;.
Of course it is understood that they are hierarchically sub
ordinated the one to the other, and in no wise like the Christian
Trinity. As the second was the image of the first plane of being,
so is the third the image of the second, the reason of this further
begetting being the same G that led to the begetting of the second
unargumentative love ( ). The Soul is an Idea imaged, and is
one of the circles of light which surround the inner light of God.
and therefore of ligh of which
The highest heaven is full of fire,
6
So much is this the case that
all souls partake individually ( ).
the world is said to have many lights, being adorned and en
7
lightened by many souls ( ) who when 14thinking do not speak
but simply glow, when not incarnated ( ). The sphere of the
Soul is therefore still intelligible light, although its sphere is the
outermost of those which may be called spheres of light; and be
:

^

8

it begins illimitable darkness ( ).
in the
In the Divine Mind, there is neither time or space
9
Soul begins time ( ) and in the body beneath it begins space.
Thus the Soul is said to bring forth time.&quot;
her
The Soul is impassible ( 10 ) therefore nothing can harm
u
but she may sink into the Manifoldness of the body ( ) and be
Yet she
stifled in the agonies and passions of the flesh.
she reasons
is not bound down to her body as to intellection
through herself, and may understand through the Divine Com
mon Mind or Nous, which to its individual reason is as form is
12
to matter ( ).
It will explain the position of the soul if we remark that the
process of begetting is always a proceeding into Manifoldness

yond

;

&quot;

;

;

:
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from Unity. Consequently, the Good was the Unity of appercep
The Nous was Unity mingled with Mani
tion, Over-Unity.
In the Soul however,
foldness, the Unity still predominating.
we see Unity mingled with Manifoldness, the Manifoldness pre
idea from all
dominating so much as to have discerpted that
13
Beneath the
others, so that all others are &quot;other&quot; to it( ).
Soul, in Reason, Sense, Vitality and Matter, the Manifold en
croaches more and more on the Unity, until in matter, Unity
degree of degradation into Manifoldness.
All souls were originally equal
they
Co-equality of Souls.
13
all came from the highest heaven ( ).
They were all original
10
ly parts of the same Divine Mind ( ), and that they are alike
as to idea and nature is proved from the fact that they can un
derstand one another, and in the intelligible world be at the
same place at the same time, that is, that they can communicate
with each other.
Yet in spite of this community of origin, there is no possible
doubt that there appears to reign much confusion injustice and
dissimilarity in the dispensation of the world as we know it. Yet,
in spite of this appearance of disorder, there reigns down below
here just as absolute order as obtains in the intelligible world

is

in its last

2.

;

(&quot;)

1U

above

).

(

in f ggp nfin1

The Souls come from
giipliti&amp;gt;q

or

the same
10

).

(

rh^rnrfpri^tir.q

Nous and differ only
Souls may differ be
20

cause of these original characTefTstic differences ( ) then by the
amount of experience gotten in former incarnations ( 21 ) the
22
bodies given them differed, being celestial, ethereal, or of air ( ),
2a
but
or their education or discipline may have differed ( )
through all this inequality runs the inexorable thread of Justice,
which metes out happiness according to goodness, which is
merit.
The good alone are happy on this account is it that
23
The difference between men and
the Gods are happy (
Gods is only one of development men are incarnated in human
bodies, the Gods have spheres or worlds as bodies, and are called
Gods in respect to man because they give to their sisterMen are also divine
the opportunity of incarnating.
souls
24
and
brothers
are the
sisters
of the souls
beings ( ) and
25
of the Gods ( ).
Besides, Plotinos states explicitly that human
souls will have the same powers and will hold the same dignity
as the World-Soul, especially if they will turn into themselves
26
without spot. ( ).
We must now treat of the World-Soul.
3. The World-Soul.
Plotinos took his conception of it, not from the Stoics as some
authorities have thought, but from Plato. The latter seems to
have been uncertain whether the souls of men proceeded from
the World-Soul, whether they had all been created by God, in the
same mould, but smaller in size. Plotinos solves the difficulty
by sayingj that the souls of man were born of the World-Soul in
but that their impassible self, the rea
respect to their bodies
son and mind had been created or begotten by the same Nous,
the World-Soul only offering her sister-souls opportunities for
development. We would thus explain the fact that we saw above
;

&quot;

;

).&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;
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that everywhere on earth there were three presences, God, the
Nous, and the World-Soul, and that yet 2Thuman souls and the
World-Soul, also called Jupiter for short ( ), were brethren, and
equal as to origin.
Plato never defined accurately whether his World-Soul was
the Soul of the whole physical universe, or only of the earth.
The Stoics distinctly looked to the Soul of the Universe when
speaking of a World-Soul, from which all other souls were be
Plotinos was the first philosopher to limit this Worldgotten.
Soul to the earth, assuming that each star soul possessed its own
soul.
He says
One single life inheres in the one sphere, and
each sphere is located in one living being. Thus all creatures
which are on the sphere return to the same one life, and thus all
28
souls on one sphere are to a certain extent one C
must now enquire more particularly concerning the nature
of this World-Soul.
The argument by which we rise to the
certainty of its existence is the Stoical one
just as in our body
is a soul, which keeps the body together, so every physical body
29
is kept together by a soul in which the body is ( ).
For bodies
30
are in the souls, which pervade them ( ). The form of its body
is spherical, because it is perfect; for when unincarnate, the form
31
of the spiritual bodies of human souls are also spherical ( ).
The
Over-Soul.
In
that
Transcendent
the
Third
of in
Realm,
4.
dividual mind, as we have seen, human souls and the World-Soul
are different as to individuality, and coequal as to origin
Nevertheless, the intellectual powers of the World-Soul are so
much more developed than ours that she is called pure intel
33
lect (
knowing
things not through organs of sense but by
34
direct intuition ( ). She is outside of the world-body, and bears
35
all that is bodily within herself ( ).
Her self-consciousness ( )
is so much higher than ours that she neither has nor needs any
3T
memory ( ). Since she has all knowledge present to her mind,
which to Plotinos seems to be the characteristic of the memory
of stable souls, that is, the higher faculties of the soul, which are
88
impassible and which are not left behind at death ( ). Nor does
the World-Soul possess reason, that is, reflection, of the Fourth
Realm ( 39 ),
Logizesthai,&quot; since an equal and perfect thought
has as little need of ratiocination as for a search after facts which
were known in the past. She has no receptivity for sensual
things, having no organs of sense (**) the sky serving her as an
She creates, like God, above ratiocination or conscious
eye.
tt
choice, impelled by the same divine necessity of love ( ). She
never enters into connection with matter, her time being spent
There is also a lower World-Soul,
in undisturbed meditation.
which is related
belonging to the Sixth Realm, called Rhea
to the human race in its lower realms much like the soul of a
tree is related to the fruits born by the tree (**). It is begotten
by the higher one, Zeus, as its image and is intimately connect
ed with the matter of the world s body.
have already seen
Interrelation of Over-Soul and Souls.
5.
that the World-Soul is to men a God, affording them oppor&quot;

:

).&quot;

We

:

(&quot;).

&quot;

),&quot;

3fl

&quot;

(&quot;),

;

We
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That men are incarnated in the body
tunities for incarnation.
of the World-Soul does not necessitate that the World-boul
should conflict with the higher independent faculties of human
souls ; they are not as intimately connected with it as our
bers are part of our bodies (&quot;). The relation of the human soul

mem

to the World-Soul may aptly if unelegantly be compared to the
relation existing between the human soul, 46and the soul of the
maggot which feasts on an amputated leg C ).
besides ruling her
The World-Soul rules and guides men
than our bodies do us, since every
body which obeys her better
4T
made for us by a
thing is well-disposed ( ). Our bodies are
48
good soul,&quot; the World-Soul, our sister C ). The World-Soul
the intervals between the
pities us in our sorrows, and during
incarnations the human souls are protected by her, rising to the
in goodness ( ).
height that is appropriate to their development
While incarnate human souls can attain to be as blessed and
the
powerful as the World-Soul, averting or minimizing
blows of fortune, and becoming the World-Soul s colleague in
80
all human souls
ruling her body ( ). Thus the World-Soul and
are equal, inasmuch as they are only different manners of work
different revelations of the same
ing of the Universal Mind
B1
life
just as one light streams in many directions ( ).
(&quot;),

&quot;

;

CHAPTER

X.

THE FOURTH REALM, REASON.
This Realm of reason is lacking in the
C).
Although the individual Mind of the Third
Realm is the essential characteristic of what makes a soul a soul,
yet this lower faculty of reason conjoined to it is the individual
faculty by which man may identify himself with his higher or
lower powers. Thus the soul is represented as
choosing be
tween its two loves, its two daemons the higher and lower 2
( ).
The &quot;individual Mind&quot; of the Third Realm may be looked upon
as double
containing intellect and
I.

Individual Mind.

World-Soul

&quot;

&quot;

:

imagination.
Therefore,
when the reason identifies itself with the individual Mind it
occurs that intellect and imagination appear doubly
changed, as
discursive and permanent reason ( 3 ).
Consequently we may
rational
distinguish in every
soul, as contrasted with the
:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

ideal

three parts

&quot;

mind

(individual Nous) rational soul
(reason) and irrational soul (sense vitality and matter) ( 4 ).
Besides, the human reason is called
rational
reason,
Logos
Logikon,&quot; to preclude the possibility of its ever
incarnating in
5
the body of animals ( ).
In this realm of reason man is responsible for his
destiny.
When, however, man identifies his reason with his individual
Nous, it is plain that the reason ceases to exist as separate facul
This then happens in the case of World-Souls, called
ty.
Gods,
who have become so good that, as it were, the possibility of
6
falling has disappeared ( ).
This realm is the essentially human one, and is also called
^
Dianoia.&quot;
It is the lowest part of the eternal
impassible soul
but it may become so buried in the flesh as to lose its individu
ality, and becoming useless atrophy.
2. Other
World-Souls. As the World-Soul called Zeus is
only the Soul of the Earth, there must be similar souls of &quot;Gods&quot;
in the other stars.
They, like Zeus, are the most perfect souls
T
( ), and consequently are, as to their body, the visible
Gods, the
s
image of the invisible Gods ( ). Like Zeus, the Earth-Soul, they
9
the
cosmic
Nous
contemplate
steadily from far ( ) and live quiet
soul,&quot;

:

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

;

ly, peacefully, harmoniously, producing as we have seen the
music of the spheres ( 10 ). Again, like Zeus, the
Earth-Soul, they
have neither reason, nor memory nor ratiocinative
powers for
the same reason the Earth-Soul lacks them
(&quot;).

CHAPTER

XI.

THE FIFTH REALM,

SENSE.

The Senses of the Over- Soul. This Fifth Realm is also ap
1
as well as to all higher souls
parently lacking in the World-Souls,
in allegorical
of Gods. The Earth-Soul has no sense organs; yet
animals
fashion Plotinos makes the sky its eyes, and the races of
The highest Earth-Soul, called Zeus, has no need
its veins 0).
to gather information through sensation.
are lacking to
It might at first sight seem that if these realms
should be
the Earth-Soul, it is impossible that each lower one
as is the rule in
begotten in the image of the next higher one,
the system of Plotinos. It will however be seen on reflection,
that this objection overlooks the great factor of development.
dur
Since the reason becomes merged into the individual Mind
it must have existed
ing process of development, it is plain that
Besides, nothing pre
at some time of the Earth-Soul s career.
reason
vents that though merged into the individual Nous the
and the sense man may still subsist in perfect order, and be able
beget their image as well as when existing separately.
of
2 Unity of Souls in the Fifth Realm. It is in this realm
first time
sense that human souls and the Earth-Souls are for the
for it will be remembered that the kind
organically united
Earth-Soul affords her sister souls opportunities for education by
incarnate soul her
incarnating in her body, furnishing to every
Plotinos
three lowest faculties of sense, vitality, and matter ( ).
insists on this fact continually.
This Realm of Sense furnishes to our
3. Human Sense-Realm.
3
and passions ( ). Yet, it is much
sensations
its
life
psychical
more than this. It is here that we meet the spiritual body of
which the physical body is so perfect an image. This spiritual
to the im
body is again two-fold. The higher part belongs order and
to the
passible eternal soul itself, the lower belongs
are identical in form; but
dispensation of the Earth-Soul. They
The earthy spiritual body lasts
they are separable at death.
are by nature cor
longer than the physical body, though both
The life which association with the rational soul
ruptible.
has given the earthly spiritual body recedes with the departure
can
of the Soul, as the light follows the withdrawal of a lighted
The separation between the earthly and celestial spiritual
dle.
may
bodies takes place when all vitality has left the former.
that Plotinos would have explained the appearance of
;

We

suppose
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ghosts shortly after the death of the person, as being appear
ances of the earthly spiritual body before its utter extinction.
What have these two spiritual
4. Celestial and Physical Senses.
bodies to do with sensations? Much, every way. On the sup
position of Plotinos, man has two sets of senses, corresponding
a celestial, and an earthly set of
to the two spiritual bodies
In this fact Plotinos sees the long-sought connection
senses.
between cerebral modifications and the psychical perception of
them.
During the time of incarnation, both spiritual bodies
are closely united, each reacting on the other.
Consequently,
physical excitations will be opportunities of celestial vision
while at times, as in dreams, the celestial set of senses is alone
active.
case in point would be that of the somnambulistic
subject who relishes the ideal apple suggested to her by the
;

;

A

operator.
It is thus that Plotinos explains the fact that the Earth-Soul has
perfect knowledge of all things without any sensation or organs
of sense. The Earth-Soul possesses a celestial set of senses in
her spiritual body, (celestial spiritual body), the earthly spirit
ual

body having become

useless.

We

Senses of Animals.
here have an opportunity of en
quiring concerning the nature of animals. The earthly spiritual
body of animals is present to them equally and of like nature
with that of men, so that upon the quiescence of the higher hu
man faculties, a low human soul might if degraded enough,
although this would be a most extreme case incarnate in the
body of an animal. The souls of animals and vegetables are of
one nature with human souls, although infinitely less developed.
Plotinos even asserts that they have a developed Reason (Fourth
Realm) (*). Nothing would oppose that as in the case of bad
men, so in animals the higher faculties would be present, but
only in an dormant or quiescent state.
5.

CHAPTER

XII.

THE SIXTH REALM, VITALITY.
The Sixth Realm in the human being is
1. The Sixth Realm.
the vegetable life of the body the vitality present in every pro
toplasmic cell, and which makes all the difference between a
living and a dead body, when considered apart from conscious
;

ness.
2.

of the Over-Soul. The Earth-Soul has also
a lower soul, which we have already spoken of,
called Rhea,to distinguish it from the higher Earth-

The Sixth Realm

a Sixth

Realm

and which

is

;

Soul called Zeus ( ). At times this lower soul, is in some of
2
its lower phases also called Aphrodite ( ), as the representant of
the reproductive functions of all vitality. This lower Earth-Soul
is the begotten image of the higher, through the two original
other,&quot;
mediators, which are probably indicated by the word
3
earthThe lower Earth-Soul is connected with the
( ).
4
body as human life is connected with the human body ( ). This
lower soul is the substrate of sensible appearance, its name is
Nature ( 6 ). It cannot meditate as the highest soul can it is
thought, but not self-conscious but is simple, and purposeless
It may be said to have sensation just as a body sleeping
( ).
has sensation it differs therefore very much from the sensation
7
Her products are &quot;the
of the body in its full psychical state ( ).
its quiet working proceeds
materials that dreams are made of
with the certainty of instinct, without interruption of ratiocina
It begets the matter of the earth-body as its image, from
tion.
the same inner necessity of love which led to the begetting of the
Cosmic Nous; only in a much lower degree; it cannot avoid shin
ing with its8 light upon that which is below it, and which does not
and
yet exist ( ). This necessity of love was from everlasting
as on this account the Cosmical Nous was eternal, therefore the
Cosmical Nous begat all its images eternally. The consequence
9
Yet there are cyles in the history
is that the world is eternal ( ).
but they are not Stoic or
of the world, just as in that of man
Platonic in rigid fatalistic repetition.
They only furnish the
various circumstances necessary for the development of souls
&quot;

&quot;allo&quot;

;

;

;

&quot;

;

;

;

10

(

):

The Doctrine of Sympathy. In certain senses Nature may
be said to be imperfect but if we look we may see in her the
impress of the perfect divine nature. She is its offspring and
image. On it she depends for being. She only has existence
3.

;
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u
inasmuch as the Divine exists in her ( ). She is not built up
of foreign elements, as an aggregate, as a house is built of sep
arate bricks. She is, in her body and souls, an organic whole,
an organism, whose elements are all united in the highest Earth12
Soul ( ). As in a human body the members are in mutual har
mony, there14 is a unity although it be composed of sounds low
and high ( ). As in a human body, so in the human organ
ism every member is interdependent. All things act and react
on each other, by all means physical and psychical. This is the
doctrine of
sympathy,&quot; which the modern doctrine of resultance of forces has re-established, and which was used by Lotze
&quot;

as his supposititiously original proof of causation.
There is nothing which is nearer to the
4. The Beautiful.
heart of Plotinos than the belief that the world is beautiful the
most beautiful world possible. Plotinos had to enforce his view
he
against heathen Gnostics and also Christian Gnostics,
mentions in this polemic as being those who say that the world16
15
creator and the world are evil ( ).
Plotinos thinks ( ) that
the world should be composed of matter if it was to be the
image of God (of course he assumes tl.at matter is the image of
God) and within this sphere of matter which is the image of
God, we could not imagine a more beautiful world than ours.
It was made so beautiful in order that the higher spirits should
not be forced to pollute their glance by looking out into the
and especially to remind man of the
night of non-existence
be
goodness of God, whose image it is, and who can therefore
known by contemplating the world, his image. Again, ( 17 )
can man be said to honour the invisible Gods, if he despises
their visible images?
can the guidance of Providence be
admitted in the direction of minor matters if it be not admit
ted in that of major ones?
can a man be called immortal,
if you deny immortality to the beautiful stars, and that these
have souls like men have?
The above explained doctrine
5. Astrology and Vaticination.
of
sympathy 18 or the coherence of things, or law of resultance of forces ( ) explains all the truth there is both in Astrol
Plotinos cannot see his way to accepting
ogy and Vaticination.
19
a crude Astrology ( ) which supposes that the daily position of
the stars influences our daily life in a supernatural way. If the
Star-Souls are Gods they are good why then should their dif
ferent position alter their influence? What have we little men
done to the stars that they should wish us evil? The influence
of the stars can be little more than that of their natural influence,
as of the moon on the tides, the sun on the life and spirits of,
men ( 21 ). The deeds of men which as responsible creatures they
commit are just as important, if not more so ( 21 ). Of course the
life-giving influence of the sun is part of the physical influence
which the soul finds in her incarnation into the body of the
Earth-Soul for evidently the sun exerts much influence on the
2B
growth of nature, and the powers of men ( ). Thus the Realm
of Sense and Vitality of man are affected by the state of the
;

whom

;

;

How

How

How

&quot;

&quot;

;

;
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but the higher im
physical influences of the sun and moon
escapes them, except in a reflex manner through
passible soul
23
the body ( ).
As to Vaticination, Plotinos does not go beyond the scientific
vaticination which from consideration of a single tooth or bone
can reconstruct the nature, age, and powers of a long extinct
race.
Therefore, granting the law of coherence or sympathy, if
we are skilful enough, we can conclude from the condition of
one part of the cosmical organism to the conditions of the other
parts, as easily as the dancer judges of the position of the foot
from that of the hand ( 24 ). Both are consequences of the same
2U
cause; therefore they will tell of each other ( ). The heavens are
a celestial writing in which the skilful can read what will happen,
because all things are interdependent ( 26 ). The entrance of souls
into the world, and the general course of their actions is part of
the universal order of nature ( 27 )good analogy of inter
dependence of the phenomena of this world may be found in
the fact that two eyes are not the same yet follow each other s
motions, so that from the position of one, one may tell the po
2S
sition of the other ( ).
;

A

In connection with Astrology and Vaticination, we should
speak of the state of the dead. They can still harm us, or do
us good
they can, by showing themselves, prove that souls
exist after death
finally, they can inspire the Oracles, as they
see clearer than we do, not being fettered by the flesh ( 29 ).
6. Free-Will
We are now led to the question of the relation
of this world-order to the free individuality of the soul. His po
sition on the subject is almost exactly that of Kant. Virtue and
the motion of the soul in the intelligible realm are free
but the
soul s deeds in the world are part of the law of continuity, psy
chical as well as physical ( 30 ).
Plotinos has no taste ( 31 ) for
the crude predestination of fatalism, and like immoral doctrines.
The design of all the world and what should happen in it was
part of the Providence of the divine Mind, not anteceding in
time, but in causality, for the world is the image of the Divine
Nous dwelling within it, so that it cannot be said to degenerate
or go wrong ( 32 ). Therefore the soul is, in respect to her three
lowest faculties, which belong to the World Order, rigidly con
ditioned
for this lower soul had been given it by the EarthSoul. Yet, in its higher impassible self it is free as self-existence
can make it and the soul will therefore be free exactly accord
ing to whether she identifies herself with her higher or lower fa
33
culties ( ).
I .an is therefore a slave of
body, (when his reason
has identified itself with his vitality and matter) ( 34 )
a slave of
fortune, (when his reason has identified itself with his sense35
world ( ). But man is free (when his reason has identified itself
with his individual Nous,) turning all things to intellect ( 36 )
and man is free (when his reason has identified itself with the
Cosmic Nous,) when the soul lives in contemplation neglecting
3T
all else ( ). Freedom is
serving one s own good, rather than ser
ving that of another, that is, of the lower faculties contributed to
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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While therefore many actions depend

89

), the highest God is freedom, rather
than even master of his nature (*) which would introduce Plur

entirely

(

ality into his utter Unity.

We have seen that there were men and dae
This word daemon must be carefully guarded
from its later evil meaning which was given it by Christianity.
DaiIn the days of Homer, it was interchangeable with God,
mon,&quot; and probably remained quite as high in all classical lit
erature, with which Plotinos was so thoroughly acquainted.
They are souls who are at a stage of development intermediate
tt
between men and Gods. Like the latter they are eternal ( ),
and can see in the intelligible realm by their spiritual celestial
42
senses C ), implying the possession of a celestial spiritual body
(**) hearing their prayers.
They have no physical language (**)
but of course none is needed as we have seen that souls in the
intelligible world communicate thoughts to each other by an
7.

The Daemon.

mons and Gods.

&quot;

;

increased glow of their inherent light.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE SEVENTH REALM, MATTER.
If God is Unity, without any Manifoldness, then
the greatest possible Manifoldness, with just enough
Unity admixed to it to make it recognizable as such. Utter
I.

Evil.

matter

is

Manifoldness without Unity could not exist at all (*). Therefore
since proximity to God is Goodness, the furthest distance from
him compatible with any kind of existence is evil ( 2 ). On this
account matter is
Proton Kakon,&quot; the greatest evil possible,
Evil itself. Absolute Evil, if it existed, would have no existence.
It is nothing but deprivation, emptiness, absence of good ( 8 ).
Evil can therefore only exist in something else, in Being, either
in that intensity of Being called soul, or matter ( 4 ).
Matter it
But when we look at Matter from a
self, for itself, is perfect.
higher intensity of good, say Vitality or Sense, then we call it
evil, because it is absence of a certain amount of good.
There
fore nothing is evil in itself a thing is only evil if you consider
B
it from a higher stand-point ( ).
But as Matter is the lowest
form of being, it is evil when considered from any stand-point
except itself ( ). Good and Evil are not therefore opposed in
a contrary manner
there is no such thing as a dualism in na
ture.
The utmost opposition of evil to good is a sub-contrary
7
a
Evil therefore does not exist
one,
logical contrary ( ).
in what exists really
in that which declines to non-exis
only
8
tence ( ). There are as many grades of evil as there are grades
9
of Being ( ).
Matter is therefore not evil because it has any
evil qualities, but just because it has no qualities at all
for qual
and God is pure form
ity is an intelligible limitation or form
or rather above it. Matter is almost formless, without quality
10
As a consequence of this, evils are not sent by God, but
( ).
are only degeneration or declinations of qualities already pos
sessed
There is nowhere unmixed evil; everywhere the
But the saddest side of this view
good and evil are mixed
of matter and evil is that if it be true, then it is nopeless to look
forward to a time when evil will have disappeared from the
world as at present constituted, for evil is only a low form of
And it will always be necessary that there should
good
exist different
grades or forms of good they are all necessary
to the perfection of the world
as the painter who must use
more than one colour or shade of colour in his picture or the
poet who would have none but heroes in his tragedy ( 14 ). In
one single part therefore we should not require the perfection of
&quot;

;

;

;

;

;

(&quot;).

(&quot;).

(&quot;).

;

:

;
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the whole, nor in one part should we require the characteristic
15
that belongs to another part ( ). Besides if there is one source
of good, it is only reasonable that there should be a gradual
1U

diminution of it into annihilation, pure privation, emptiness ( ).
The soul can never be called evil at the utmost, it is the
fourth reduction of evil, or only a declension or disposition to
lower forms of being
19
18
Matter itself is formless stuff ( ) and without quality ( ). It
it is not measure,
is not size, but that which size makes (space)
20
it is
but measure assumes it unto itself ( ). It is not bodily
21
It is not Being; it is only possibility of Being
&quot;Asomatos&quot; ( ).
22
It is a weak image, shadow and declension of the spiritual
( ).
24
23
It is unsatisfied yearning after Being ( )- It is the thought
(
).
25
of nothing ( ).
So little is known of the Sixth
2. Uncognisability of Matter.
Realm of Being, that it is only natural that its process of be
getting its image, matter, should also be dark. To be sure, we
have the general principle that generation takes from the in
of a seed;
telligible side of the world, and is like the germination
and these two principles we shall have to apply here.
The things of sense are formed by their spermatic forms, or the
Ideas active in the seed. This idea Plotinos owed to the Stoics.
Each act of begetting has an idea in the cosmic Nous corres
:

(&quot;)

;

;

ponding to it, as well as a suitable number. Thus we may say
that seed is an active idea, the form of the future form, and
dwelling in the seed.
Since Being and Thought are identi
3. Intelligibility of Matter.
form of what
cal, the lowest form of being is also the lowest
is intelligible.
Therefore, matter is still being, and is still in
This is the marrow of the contention of
telligible in its nature.
Plotinos of
the Idealists, that matter is in itself intelligible.
the questions of epistemology far enough
course never

pushed

to be driven to this result, to which he comes by another road.
that there must be some
He thinks that matter is intelligible, and
23
sort of unity between us and matter ( ), as his cosmology shows
at length.

CHAPTER

XIV.

REINCARNATION.
Before asking ourselves why we
1. Need for Reincarnation.
should reincarnate, it will be worth while asking why it is at
all necessary to incarnate.
The aim of life is an ethical one. The end of life is vision of
God. This happiness, like all happiness, can only be gotten by
meriting it; for even Gods are only happy because they have
merited it. It is necessary therefore to have an opportunity of gain
ing merit, to let our reason decide of its own will whether it will
Therefore it is
identify itself with its lower or higher faculties
necessary for souls to be in the world that they may learn to
seek the good stedfastly, and work off all lower attractions 0).
2
Experience is after all a better teacher than mere knowledge ( )
and experience can only be had in a body. The reason for in
3
carnation is on the part of the soul a desire for procreation ( ),
Unless she have a
a lower form of divine love, evidently.
body, the soul will never progress, for there is another place
;

&quot;

where the soul may propagate

itself naturally.

And

the soul

if

then it will build itself a place of habitation, and
4
Thus the soul collaborates
generate a body (
5
with the Divine Will in working out the World-Drama ( ).
The purpose of incarnation is therefore a moral one and for

will progress,
will therefore

)-&quot;

;

a man as serious as Plotinos, this moral purpose seemed worthy
6
of the creation of heaven and earth for this especial end ( ).
have already seen why one single life is not
2. Justice.
long enough for this development of soul. The Divine Justice
cannot be vindicated if souls have not other lives in which the
present inequalities are satisfactorily accounted for.
T
But here is another purpose in reincarnation. Retribution ( )
free
their
own
will
of
enticed
to
come
are
led
or
the
souls
and
8
into such circumstances furnished by the Earth-Soul ( ) as
9
be
circumstances
these
will purify the souls by retribution ( ),
coming indissoluble parts of her as soon as she has incarnated

We

;

C).
In order to make this retribution clear, Plotinos quotes the
which sets forth, for instance, that
famous passage of Plato
foolish kings will be reincarnated as eagles, quiet citizens as
u
etc.
(&quot;)

bees,
( ).
Superficial readers have seized upon this passage to prove that
Plotinos taught a theory of reincarnation which made no dif
ference between human and animal bodies. There can not, how-
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ever, be the slightest doubt that Plotinos held no such theory
as a matter of fact, many commentators have been led into
this blunder because Plotinos, in quoting this passage from
Plato, does not state that it is not his own, as is his custom,
;

and

the philosopher.&quot;
Plato, who was
In the first place, we have already seen that Plotinos took the
rational
trouble to say that the human reason was
so that
it should not be likely to desire to incarnate in the body of an
13
animal ( ). Besides, in the Cosmical Nous the Idea of a cow or
be
dog are as natural as those of men, and therefore it would
14
unnatural for a human mind to enter into an animal body ( ).
Such a scheme of haphazard interchange would interfere with

when quoting

&quot;

&quot;

among men.
own scheme of reincarnation

&quot;

strict retribution

Plotinos

s

15

(

)

will

be found very

bad masters become slaves, rich people who have used
rational
murderers are murdered, and rapers
their wealth badly, poor
are raped.
During the intervals between incarnations souls (which are in
this condition often confused with daemons) go to that part of
the World-Soul which is appropriate to their merits and their
condition, the good souls being at rest, and the evil ones suf
:

;

16

fering in the meanwhile ( ).
The idea of a physical resurrection was most repugnant to
Plotinos as the body is no more than the tool or prison of the
soul, it would be cruel to enclose the soul in it and all its im
After death, the soul goes whither its
perfections forever
inclination leads it, so that true friends will meet once more
when the soul reincarnates it reincarnates in the body most suit
18
able for it ( ). When the soul has left its body, it becomes that
19
towards which it had directed its activity ( ).
Thus it may indeed happen, that on account of utter and re
peated wickedness a20 soul may sink into matter and die in bes
tial circumstances ( ) so that it will reincarnate in an animal or
21
for if the soul has become bestial, it is not
vegetable body ( )
to
form
for
itself anything more than a bestial body.
able
The souls that need no more reincarnations on earth are
placed on the stars, whence they may see the universe, and be
in such circumstances as are most fitted to develop them. The
purest souls turn themselves towards the Cosmical Nous, and re
turn for ever to their intelligible home.
There are three factors in each reincar
3. The Three Factors.
nation.
There is in all Being the yearning of love to communicate
of itself to that which is below. For such a reason. The God begat
the Nous in his own image. Likewise souls seek to beget their
image, and to give of themselves or the things below them.
From such a divine mission the soul returns better than she was
when she incarnated for she has been, as Methodius says, to a
She must become individualized, and
certain extent a Christ.
self-determined to seek the good, till there be no more possi
2a
bility of falling ( ) although in another place Plotinos says that
;

(&quot;).

;

;

;

;
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even unto the highest development a soul can reach on earth,
23
Her first
is always for her the possibility of falling ( ).
desire is to care for and to enlighten the world of the senses; but
if she forgets herself in this occupation, and becomes anxious
for the welfare of the body and for its lusts, she is held down by

there

24

it (

).

In the second place, it is from her own inclination, and de
2B
sire that she incarnates in any particular body ( ).
hers
desire
of
was
this
foreseen, foredetervery
Yet, lastly,
in the fulness of time, with magical
mined her destiny
powers she enters the body the Earth-Soul has prepared for her;
for she was not strong enough to remain in the intelligible
(*&quot;)

world

;

(&quot;)

The usual objection to the theory of
Reincarnation is the contention that in the present life human
souls do not remember their former incarnations.
Plotinos meets this objection in the following way. The lower
faculties of the soul, including Sense, Vitality, and Body which
include also the passions and the physical memory, are furnished
by the Earth-Soul new to every soul which incarnates. We have
the earthy
already seen that at death the soul leaves behind
28
This earthly
spiritual body, with its passions and memories ( ).
spiritual body lasts longer than the physical body, but begins to
decay at death, having in itself all that was learnt on 29earth, with
As we
all the remembrance of the petty things of the life ( ).
have seen, there is a higher memory in the eternal impassible
soul which also has the records of the life : and when the in
carnate soul will have developed far enough, it will come into
the consciousness of all its past lives. Thus Plotinos says that
in the interval between incarnations much would be forgotten,
recollection is put aside
anyway, and consequently the Platonic
80
for the lower faculties of the soul ( ).
In order to make the point of Potinos clear, we may make use
of an illustration. A College graduate, in middle life, has prob
ably forgotten most if not all the definite facts he learnt at Col
lege, and yet he uses that mental training which that learning
gave him, to the end of his years.
There is still another objection to
5. Objection from Suicide.
reincarnation. If reincarnation be true, then suicide is not only
safe, but a very efficient means to free oneself from circum
stances that have become unendurable for the time being.
On the contrary, the theory of reincarnation is the only theory
that will yield an adequate argument against suicide. It is fool
and it is foolish
ishness to waste opportunities of development
to leave the world until the soul is ready to abandon the cir
cumstances surrounding it, and has learnt all possible lessons
4.

Objection from Oblivion.

;

from them

81

(

).

CHAPTER XV.
ETHICS.
As we have already pointed out, the main import of tne phil
osophy of Plotinos is ethical, or practical. The end of his sys
tem is the highest attainment possible to man and that is the
contemplative or theoretic life. But we have also seen how sup
;

remely important to this life is morality 0).
All virtues are purifications, by which the
i. Virtue and Vice.
soul may disentangle itself from the lusts of the flesh. These
it is impassible and
purifications cannot change the soul, since
but they alter its relation to the body, giving it the
eternal
2
and disturbances of
( ) and freeing it from the lusts
upper hand
4
3
( ), in which
the flesh ( ). It then appears in its original purity
5
of soul
all
to
God
to
Purity
likeness
(
).
its
state
appears patent
consists in the reason seeking to identify itself with the individ
6
ual Nous, or Mind ( ). As long as it keeps its purity, the soul
for life
let purity be lost, and life is an evil
finds nothing evil
7
is good only inasmuch as evil is repelled ( ). The soul itself is
;

;

;

8

as long as it does not descend from the good ( )cupidity, lust,
What are the impediments of the soul? Anger,
9
What are the
pain, fear, gluttony, intemperance, avarice ( ).
temperance, fortitude,
goods we must attain? Just habits, pure
10
modesty, calmness, divinity of mind ( ).
the
of
&quot;The
soul, that which is
What are virtues?
energy
Virtue is the most
good for her according to her nature
effective means of development, being more effective than even
12
prayer13 ( ). What beauty is to the body, that is virtue to the
soul ( ).
The four Platonic Cardinal Virtues are Temperance, Courage,
Magnanimity, and Prudence. Those who are unpurged by vir
tue lie in Hades. Temperance is the fleeing of bodily lusts, sen
sual gratification, and pleasure the attainment of utter purity.
Courage is but the overcoming of the fear of death, that is, fear
of the soul of being outside of the body. This implies indiffer
ence to all earthly advantages, or anything which cannot be
taken away wth the soul at the time of death. Magnanimity is
the contempt of all advantages on earth. Prudence is wisdom
in turning away from lower things, and turning to the things

not

evil,

(&quot;).&quot;

above

14

(

).

to find a more searching rule of life than
or a discipline that leads to a higher end than this the end
of our life is not to avoid evil or copy the examples of good
16
men, but to become God ( ).
It

this,

would be hard

:
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We must now enquire concerning the
2. Philosophy of Sin.
lower
nature of sin. It is the agreement of the higher with the
10
them to obedience ( ). The
faculties, instead of compelling
rational soul itself can never sin, but the lower soul may cease
to be its image, and break loose from its control and influence
17
The death of the soul occurs when it is merged into the
( ).
in the ground.
body, and thus dies along with it, when buried
18
This externalization of the soul is what is meant by Hades ( ).
The weakness of the body which leads to sin is laziness, whereby
the soul becomes overweighted with matter in generating off
19
are in themselves
spring ( ). The natural appetites of the 20body
likewise, the world
good, so long as they are not misused ( )
is beautiful by nature, so that souls may be recalled to God.
Pain and sorrow are the first perceptions of some dissolution
21
otherness,&quot;
The causes of sin are rashness,&quot;
primary
( ).
22
and a desire to belong to oneself ( ). But above all, the first
;

&quot;

&quot;

23

The meaning of
&quot;falling into generation (
2
turning into oneself from the flesh and its lusts ( *).
Yet the definite reason for turning away from the flesh, its
The reason of
lusts, and the body, has not yet been assigned.
we have seen that all actions of the body in the
it is as follows
dispensation of the world-order have been strictly predeter
mined, and that liberty exists only in the intelligible world. It
the
is plain, therefore, that if the reason identifies itself with
of
body, it becomes absolutely the slave of the determinism
ideal
external causality. If however it identifies itself with its
has identified itself with
soul, or with its individual Nous, then it
that part of itself which is free, and outside of the sphere of de
purity leads
terminism. The lusts of the flesh lead to slavery
We are not to be a live
to freedom and self-determination.
25
is
body, but an embodied spirit ( ). Inside the body, the soul
outside of it she is free.
preordained, along with all things
Therefore the aim of her struggles is to separate herself from

cause of sin

temperance

is

).&quot;

i?

:

&quot;

&quot;

;

;

the

body

26

(

).

This part of the Soul s develop
27
for she is herself a light.
enlightenment (
29
28
into three ( ) or seven ( ) de
be
divided
This development may
III.
The
II.
adorning
Prayer;
grees: I. Purification by virtues;
and purification of the soul; IV. Beginning to be conscious of
the intelligible world V. Perseverance in this course VI. Full
VII.
like God, and unable to fall back
fruition in it
becoming
30
Becoming God ( ). Thus the development of every successive

The Path

3.

ment

of Enlightenment.
&quot;

is

called

),&quot;

;

;

;

;

doctrine.
faculty, assisted by knowledge of the right
Although this path of development is the same for all souls,
with differing
yet as there are different kinds of souls, or souls
characteristics, it is plain that the course of development must
for each, although probably the same stages, or like
be

changed

stages will occur.

the threefold return of the soul to God
in its own manner, since the
32
in each degree, to live according to nature ( ).

This Plotinos
81

(

)

.&quot;

perfect

Each
life is,

&quot;

calls

soul

must progress
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the Musician, who learns by
the Philosopher, who seeks knowledge, and the
experience
33
Lover, whose characteristic power it is to love ( ). Active and
the Active re
sensual men are exiles from their true home
turn to their fatherland easier than the Sensual men, who are
Plotinos then says that the
like beasts laden down with prey
Musician is led upward from harmonious sounds to harmony in
ideality whence the path to the in
general, and from this to
34
The Lover is at first entangled in
telligible world is plain ( ).
the beauty of the flesh, but rises by his utter unselfishness to the
35
beauty of morals, and thence to science and the Nous ( ).
is
so
near
to
who
seeks
the
knowledge,
Philosopher,
Lastly,
perfection that he only needs a guide to free him from the weak

There are three kinds of Souls

:

;

;

ness of the

body

36

(

).

But who shall this necessary
Conscience.
Conscience, the Daemon. Plotinos s explanation of
the phenomena of conscience is singularly clear and interesting.
The Daemon is not, as might be supposed, a supernatural guide.
It is not an
It is only a natural phenomenon of psychology.
it is only our own higher self.
intelligence external to ourselves
We have seen that man epitomizes in himself many principles.
His reason, as a rule, has identified itself with some one particu
lar principle of his nature, either his individual Nous, or his
4.

The Daemon of

guide be?

;

senses. The Daemon that leads him and warns him is that facul
ty of his which is next above the one with which his reason has
identified itself. Let us suppose, for instance, that the reason of
a man has identified itself with his senses, and their lusts. Tne
next higher principle will then guide him and warn him of the
consequences of his self-indulgence. In this case the Daemon
would be his own individual Nous. Again, suppose his reason
the Daemon in
has identified itself with his individual Nous
Once more, if his
this case will be the Cosmic Nous or Mind.
reason should further identify itself with his Cosmic Nous, then
the Daemon could be God himself.
The question arises, why could not God himself lead him in the
very first instance. Plotinos is not very clear on this point it
would seem he doubts the lower man could hear the Voice of
God. Thus man chooses his own Daemon, according to the
3T
choice of principle on which he will act ( ). Thus no man is
if man will but listen to
left to flounder in the dark, by God
his inner voice, which will change with his own change for
38
better or worse ( ), he will be led into the full glory of Divinity.
The inner voice is heard by prayer and the value of prayer
is great.
Mere intellectual will and desire will certainly get an
appropriate answer through the law of the coherence of things
appi
( ^
but true prayer is adoration, not command of the Divinity
:

;

;

;

n

n.
Weuthus

come to the full meaning of the maxim, know thy
The highest self of every man is God. This divinity
of every man is quiescent in him until he have developed it.
To
become God, we have only to know ourselves. The human
self (

).

Ethics.
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it is an organic unity of which God
soul is not an aggregate
of soul ( ).
the highest phase.
develop by simplification
tt
To enter into oneself, is to enter into God ( ). Only with the
of the
presupposition of such a psychology can the true meaning
famous maxim appear (**). Plotinos claimed to have received
Philo Judaeus
the conception from tradition that was secret (**)
claimed the same origin for many of his dogmas. Thus, by the
the bond
purification of virtue, we rise, and are delivered from
age of the flesh and the world and ascend to the life of godlike
men and Gods, when in beatific vision we shall see God, Phuge
monou pros monon,&quot; the flight of the Single to the Single, face

We

is

;

;

&quot;

to face.

Plotinos had attained to ecstaic union with the
5. Ecstasy.
Deity four times during the years that Porphyry lived with him.
Often having
Hence, he described it as an objective fact (*)
been awakened to myself outside of the body, and having come
to be outside of all other things, but within myself, I saw a
marvellous light and beauty then there came over me an ab
&quot;

:

;

for when I
solute certainty that my destiny was a great one
lived my highest life, and co-operated with the Deity in it, and
when I arrived, in it, to its activity, then I established myself
;

above

all intellectual

We
is

things.&quot;

must now explain the process of ecstasy. Ratiocination
a mediate process which is subsumed under the Unity of ap
4T
It is therefore

perception.

We

not the highest mental activity

(

)-

must proceed beyond it, and yield ourselves to the higher
being (*). We must prepare ourselves for49 absolute receptivity,
by being disturbed by no ratiocination ( ). Thus can we be
suddenly filled with the higher light that streams from Deity
() just as the soul emits the light to form the celestial spirit
ual body, and to join it to the earthly one. Now we have Deity

51
without being able to describe it ( ) because the healthiest states
M
of the body are often unconscious ones ( ).
Being united to
that which is above thought, the soul is no more soul or self,
and it is in
but pure rest in God
(standing out
ekstasis,&quot;
above),
(simplification), and is in a Mstate to be
Haplosis,&quot;
com ared only with intoxication or love-madness ( ). The in
it must be awaited like the
telligible light cannot be sought
suddenly it appears in the soul 65it is there, it has
rising sun
It fills with joy and gladness, ( ) which however
not come
M
cannot last long ( ). The soul abandons the Deity not out of
fear, but out of natural restlessness and weakness, so .that it
as long as it is in
must fall from the Divine hypostatic union
carnate, for it has not yet completely severed the ties that bind
M
it to earth ( ).
Yet, as long as life will last, there will be an un
quenchable desire to behold the Divine Light once more
Yet, we must reoeat, it is not every soul that can behold God.
If the eye is unclean, it cannot see.
The eye can never hope
to see the sun, unless it have become fit to see it
nor can any
soul hope to see that which is Beautiful,unless it be beautiful it
self.
Let everyone who would behold God and the Beautiful
&quot;

;

&quot;

;

;

(&quot;*).

(&quot;)

(&quot;*).

&quot;

;
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beautiful himself (
The soul must re
turn to herself, and if she does not find herself beautiful, she
must polish herself as the sculptor polishes his statue.
In the act of ecstasy there are three stages
expectation of
the Divine, absolute trust in it, and final self-immolation, which
is above conscious thought in silence and peace.
Nor can we
then see God for if we could, God would be outside of our
52
Thus God
selves, whereas God rises into us from within ( ).
is the Light which is seen, but which is lost in the very vision of
ai
it
for
Ta duo hen gignetai,&quot; both become one ( ). Eternal
62
felicity comes from eternal proximity to God ( ), the eternally
beautiful, so that the soul loves God and is ever forced to begin
again to love him C*).
&quot;Since God admits no Diversity into himself, he is always pre
sent; and we become present to him whenever we put away Di
He does not seek us, as though he were forced
versity from us.
to live for us; but we seek him and live for him. Although indeed
we are ever revolving around him, we do not see him continbut as a choir of singers which turns around the supreme
uallv
Master may for a short while be distracted from contemplation
of the Master, and blunder in the harmony, yet when they turn
to him then everything is perfect once again, thus do we always
revolve around God, even when we forget about it. But when
we look towards him again, then is our utmost wish crowned,
and we sing to him a Divine song, ever revolving around him.
4
Every soul in its natural state loves God, desiring to65 be
(
united to him, affecting the honest love of a pure virginity (
Such is the life of Gods, of divine and blessed men, turning
away from the desolate life here below, flying alone to meet

become godlike and

).&quot;

:

:

&quot;

:

:

&quot;

).&quot;

).&quot;

&quot;

God

66

alone, face to face

(

).&quot;

Happiness. Such are the delights of ecstasy. These are
however not given to all. Happiness is the most that many are
and intelligible happiness all can have, although
able to reach
7
they cannot all be free from pain ( ). As the intelligible world
is outside of time, so there can be no addition of pleasure by re
68
the only possible increase is a sound
petition of ecstasy ( )
9
within ( ). The famous Aristotelian quib
of
depths
deeper
ing
ble about the happiness of life being only known when life is
70
over and at an end is nothing but a very transparent sophism ( )
71
since happiness, after all, does not depend on deeds ( ).
The wise man will have both joy and sorrow ( T2 ), for nothing
can be added to him or taken from him. If they are equally
for if
wise, the rich and the poor man will be equally happy
external goods cannot add anything to intelligible things, how
7
can they add aught to intelligible happiness ( ). Happiness is
of the soul so that even the change of death has no power to dis
74
Death is after all nothing more terrible than a
turb it ( ).
75
on the stage ( ). It is only terrible to children,
change of dress
76
not to men ( ). The soul should use the body as a tool, and not
be more affected by its injuries than a workman is affected by
7T
the injury to his tool ( ). Even in the bull of Phalaris the wise
6.

;

;

;
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78

man is happy ( ). Plotinos is not always so Stoical he has
usually more common sense, as when he says the end of virtue
but that until that time its pains
is to separate soul from body
and sorrows must be borne as well as possible ( 79 ). Misfortune
is nothing to the good, and to the evil it is a means of educa
tion.
While we have bodies, they are certain to be sick at one
time or another and we must bear the inextirpabk evil as well
as possible. After all, the purpose of life is to give souls an op
portunity to become happy, and it is our own fault and weakness
if we are not.
What is the wonder if souls do not enjoy a
80
divine life if they do not seek to become godlike (
The
wise man enjoys the highest happiness of the world, the unsel
81
fish intuitions ( ).
For the fleshly, this happiness therefore can
not exist ( 82 ), and though the wise man may not enjoy all the
;

;

&quot;

)?&quot;

83
different pleasures of life, he sounds its deepest depths ( ).
Circumstances can only affect the external consciousness of the

happy man

so that when the soul awakens into itself it forgets
earthly nightmare of misery, and its real waking hours are
84
continually with God ( ).
its

;

CHAPTER

XVI.

AESTHETICS.
Plotinos is so passionately fond of
1. God, the Over-Beautiful.
Beauty, that a review of his philosophy could not be complete,
if it did not set forth his opinion on the subject.
As God is Over-Good, so is he Over-Beautiful. The Cosmic
Nous is beautiful, because it is the image of God 2 the World
There are
is beautiful, because it is the image of the Nous ( ).
the Cosmic Nous, the
therefore three most beautiful things
Men who are slaves to
World-Soul, and the World-Body.
Venus do not understand that what seems beautiful to them is
only beautiful because s it is in some faint way the image of one
we
When we behold beautiful things,
of these three things ( ).
4
become beautiful when we ignore them, we are ugly ( ). Any
thing is beautiful, therefore, only inasmuch6 as it is an image,
however faint, of one of these three things ( ). Beauty therefore
c
In as far then as any begotten image of the
lies in form ( ).
Cosmic Nous resembles its Idea in the Nous (its Unity) is it
7
Thus again, Unity is beautiful, the Manifold is
beautiful ( ).
The Divine Nous is the Protos kalon, mega kallos,
ugliness.
noeton kalon&quot; and beauty is in Soul as begotten of the Nous
8
Beauty is form vanquishing matter, the Divine Idea ex
( ).
pressing itself through matter therefore matter is the last beau
tiful (*) the beauty of matter being more fully revealed in the
Realm of nature ( 10 ).
The soul, being itself an image of the
2. Human Beauty.
Nous, possesses in itself an innate formula or reason (since the
inner self is The God, the Over-Good), by which she recognizes
u
This formula is a Divine Idea ( ).
instinctively the beautiful.
12
sensual
and
Sensual
both
is
beauty is
incorporeal ( ).
Beauty
especially that of the eye or ear. Incorporeal beauty is the beauty
of virtue, or the beauty of the soul, which is the Divine Light

O

;

:

;

&quot;

;

;

itself.

As nobody can speak of physical beauty until he have seen
himself, so nobody should dare to judge of incorporeal beauty
until he have perceived it himself by the faculties of his own

it

is outside of the man
incorporeal
consequently, a man cannot judge of incorporeal beauty
until he have returned to himself, or rather become perfect.
As our physical sight or hearing must be perfect before we can
judge of the beauty of a statue or of a song, just so must we be
normally beautiful ourselves before we dare give a judgement on

mind.

within

Corporeal beauty

;

;

Aesthetics.

We

incorporeal beauty.
we are not beautiful,
statue be perfect
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must return to ourselves, and if we find
polish and cut until the inner

we must

The good and

beautiful is that after which every soul strives
1S
Those who penetrate into
oregetai pasa psuche,&quot; ( ).
the holy of holies must first be purified by taking off their gar
and there
ments, and enter naked into that which they seek
they exist, and live, and understand Whoever therefore sees
this, with what a love does he burn, with what a desire does he
for the beauty of the
yearn to be at one with the beloved
vision of God is the end of all souls, whose sorrows and trials
There&quot;
keep them from forgetting the desire for eternal bliss.
is the fatherland whence we came
and there is our
Father.&quot;
To fly to God we need no fleet or ships
we must
throw away all things, neither strive to see any more but hav
ing closed the eye of the body, we must assume and resurrect
another vision, which all indeed possess but which very few in
&quot;

Hou

:

&quot;

;

;&quot;

&quot;

&quot;

(&quot;)

;

&quot;

;

;

deed

develop.&quot;

CHAPTER

XVII.

PLOTINOS AND PAGANISM.
It has been supposed that in framing his
1. Pagan Deities.
system of philosophy, Plotinos was seeking to rehabilitate Pa
ganism as a religion, by furnishing it with a dogmatical basis
such as it had not had before. Such a conception is totally mis
taken. His references to the Gods are merely illustrative, for the
and he does not act
sake of cutting his explanations short
Besides, if we glance over
differently from Plato in the matter.
;

the

full list

of references

we

find

many

duplications of

nomen

such as the Earth-Soul, which is sometimes called Zeus,
Aphrodite, Rhea, and Hermes we find many totally incompa

clature,

;

tible
still

conceptions, as for instance, that Uranus and Kronos are
ruling deities, which still give Zeus all the power he wields,

and that Zeus and human souls are

&quot;

sister-souls.&quot;

Then we

find a total lack of order in the nomenclature, many of the most
important names being left out entirely, with no possibility of
finding cosmic realities to which to apply them.
If the pagan names of Deities used by Plotinos
2. Monotheism.

!

indicated a dogmatical system, then the Pagan religions would
have to be changed for the system of Plotinos is a rigid mono
and his whole conception of the One only source of
theism
life and light seems incompatible with the Pagan Olympic Re

&quot;&quot;

;

;

public.
3.

Augustine

s

Debt

may be found

in

Hippo took the whole conception

of

to Plotinos.

the fact that Augustine of

Proof of

this

monotheism in its cosmic relations as it stood in Plotinos s
works into his De Civitate Dei, without any material alterations.
Besides, when Herennius divided each of the three Plotinic
orders of existence into other three, this conception was almost
al
literally transcribed into Christian monotheism by merely

,

/

could not be
tering the nomenclature, is it not certain that it
the basis of Pagan dogma, unless we are willing to admit that
Pagan dogma and Christian dogma were at bottom the same ?
Plotinos is the last great light of
of Greece.
4. The Last Light
the Greek world. He summed up in himself almost all that was
worth preserving in the labours of his predecessors, and proving
that it was possible, outside of Christianity, to conceive of God
as absolutely just, as absolute Love, and absolute beauty.
Augustinian Christianity could not do as much. The absolute
of God is supposed to have demanded the damnation of

justice

Plotinos and Paganism.
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the whole race he had made, unbaptised infants and all else, in
discriminately. The absolute love of God could only be vindi
cated by a super-natural mediation to tide over the emergency of
the ruin of his creatures. And we need not scruple to say Au
gustine had no conception of God as the absolute Beauty.
Plotinos looked forward to the salvation of all, after salutary
education Augustine still speaks of eternal fire and of the worm
that dieth not.
The difficulty of Plotinos to explain his conception of the way
in which God begets his creatures, affects Christianity equally
and Christianity has the additional difficulty of providing an ex
creating.&quot;
planation for the other mode of origination called
Both Plotinos and Christianity preach lofty morality but the
whereas
guidance of human life of Plotinos is God himself
Augustine hesitates to say as much, lest the glory of the Son
;

;

&quot;

;

;

be surpassed.
Christianity preaches the physical resurrection ol the flesh
he does not look forward with
Plotinos cannot away with it
any degree of comfort at being enclosed for all eternity in the
limitations of the old body, even when glorified. He guards the
truth implied in it by the fact that souls when reincarnating
;

;

reassume

La

flesh,

without condemning them to

it

for all eternity.

Plotinos explains every little injustice in the world,
every sorrow, every tear for reincarnation furnishes a scheme
of absolute justice.
Chri tianity closes its eyes to the injustice,
t

of

all,

;

of this world in its sublime faith that somehow
but the Christian priest is mute before the cry for
just
justice in this world from the sorrowful and oppressed.
his philosophy, as his own, is
Plotinos is long since dead
long dead but it has never died for it has strutted about in
borrowed plumes since his day till now. Yet, the world cannot
look back, it has too much in the future to crown it with suc
cess
few will have the time or leisure to look at the page of
ancient history on which we read the name of Plotinos. Yet it
will be a satisfaction for us to know that even in those gloomy
days, God was in his world, and revealed himself as ever through
his prophets and his saints.

and inequality

God

is

;

;

;

;

;
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Note from Zeller, with additions.
The Father of all Gods Uranus

is God; KrSnos, who devours his
retains within itself all its active ideas.
Zeus, when escaping from him, is the begetting of the Soul beyond
the Nous. 5: 8: 12; 5: 1: 4, 7. The tale of Lynkeus describes the trans
parence of the intelligible world, 5: 8: 4. The World-Soul is called
Zeus, 5: 5: 3; 6: 4: 6; 2: 3: 31; 5: 8: 10. It is also called Aphrodite, and
the double soul is explained as the double Aphrodite, 3: 5: 2, 8; 6: 8:
6; 5: 8: 13. Again, Her6, Demeter and Hestia are explained by the
World-Soul, as well as Zeus, 4: 4: 27. Apollo is Unity as denying
Manifoldness, 5: 5: 6. Herm6s is the Logos, 3: 6: 19, which can rise or

children

is

the Nous

who

The sinking of the soul into the entangling flesh is shown by
Narcissus, and its flight, by the myth of Ulysses fleeing Circe and
Calypso, 1: 6: 8. The story of Prometheus and Pandora explains the
world adorned with gifts, 4: 3: 4. As image of the intelligible world
the physical world is called the mirror of Dionysios, 4: 3: 12. Minos
becoming guest of Zeus is the soul beholding Unity, 6: 9: 7. The Lower
Earth-Soul is also called Rhea, 5: 1: 7.
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2, Immortality of the Soul.
3, Fate.
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Nature of the Soul.
Spirit, Ideas, and Being.
Descent of the Soul into the Body.

How
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That-which-is-0/ifer-the-First arises after the First;
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about the One.

Whether
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10,
1

1

all

souls are one.

About the Good, or the One.
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13,

the three original Substances.

About the Origin and Order of That-which-is-a/teMhe-First
About the two kinds of Matter.
Various Meditations,

14, About Circular Motion.
1 5, About the Daimon who has chosen us.
1 6,
About rational Exit from this life (Suicide).
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17,
Quality.
18, Whether Ideas exist for Single-things
19, About Virtues.
20, About Dialectics.
2 1 How it may be said that the Soul is midway between Divis
ibility and Indivisibility.
,

24
1,
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3,
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Is the

s 6- year

Stay.

Soul everywhere?

One and the Same are everywhere.
The Ultra-existent is beyond Thought; and

What

First-Thinker and the Second-Thinker.
4,

About Probability and

5,

Aboutlthe Unimpressionability of the Incorporeal.

Reality.

are the
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2

About the Soul, I.
About the Soul, II.
or About the Method of Human Vision.
8, About the Soul,III
9, About Contemplation.
10, About Intelligible Beauty.
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Intelligence, and the Good.
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12, Against the Gnostics.
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Man and
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Transcendence qf

PlOtittOS S

the

qf the Soul.

The Transcendence

M

FREQUENTLY

Soul. etmeadIV.8j

having been aroused out of

the body unto myself, and having reached
*
to other affairs but within myself^
exterior
the sphere
times
such
at
,*
is
It
a
marvellous
behold
to
I used
beauty.
that most do I believe that I belong to a better destiny,
that I am living the best possible life, and that I experi
by which achieve
ence at-one-ment with the Divinity;
translation of my
strenuous
a
unto
I
ment
progress along
Experiences,

^

above

self

all intellectual spheres.

&

j*

*

WHEN,

at such times, after this sojourn
divine spheres, I descend from the
intellectual to the material realm, then am I wont to ques
and how
tion with myself how my descent occurred,
itself into the body, in view of the
insinuated
ever
soul
my
even while she dwells in the body re
fact that the
2.

Reflations

Experiences,

j

n

^] ie

^

mains

soul,
the divine being as

separate from the body.

which she appeared while yet

*

*

&

&

$ k * THE soul originates from such a First-prin
is separated from the body as a whole, though
and
ciple,
a part of it is held by the body just as a man s feet may
&
stand in water, while his body towers above it.

VI.

9.

*

8. 4 C.
NEVERTHELESS, in spite of all that, the
soul ever preserves the transcendence of some part of her.
The souls are thus compelled to become amphibians, so to
this life.
speak; living the life beyond alternately with
Some indeed live the higher life most, because, for them,

IV.

it

happens to be easiest to commune with the cosmic In

telligence; others,

driven by their

again, lead this life preponderatingly,
*
nature, or by Chance or Fate.

own
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transcendence of the Soul,

conscious 01 this

Transcendence

FURTHER,
may dare

j

if

ennead iv.8.$

2

against the opinions of others

c i ea rly to set forth

my

views,

/ should say that not the

whole of our soul sinks into the
but
some
of
her
ever remains in the intelligi
part
body,
ble sphere: though this may be hidden from us by the fact
that that part of the soul which remains in the sense- sphere,
if overwhelmed or confused, will not permit us to reach
the perception of what the higher portion of the soul is
Only when these perceptions of the higher
beholding.
soul are permitted downward access into the sense- sphere
do they really enter into us.
For we do not recognize
an occurrence in any particular portion of the soul mere
it becomes noticeable only
ly because of its occurrence;
when it has pervaded the soul s entirety.
For instance,
as long as Desire flourishes within our appetitive func
tion, it remains unnoticed, and is not recognized until it
expresses itself through either force of sensation, or in
&
&
&
telligence, or both.

&

&

&

&

&

&

Mechanism of SOULS incarnate or withdraw by virtue of
incarnation.
t he activity of their reverse faces,
the low
er functioning towards the body, the upper one towards
2.

Intelligence.
a. in the

&

j&

*

world- SO the Whole-

downward

or

&

&

Universal-Soul,

*

by

its

activity incomparably and with

&

out friction causes the whole U70r/tf-body to bloom.
This
does not occur, as it would inany human method-of- work
ing, by rational- planning, but by insight of its upward act
*
jfc
ivity of Intelligence.
b. in the Human LIKEWISE do individual souls, even though

&

&

&

individual,

they embody less divine existence, act both
transcendently and incarnately.
Laboriously their cogni
tion and perception grasps many confusing and injurious
impressions contrary to their higher nature, for the body
which they inform exists only partially, and as such is un
satisfactory, being surrounded by many strange Influences
and possessed by many needs and pleasures, which subject
the souls to delusion.
But their higher field of activity re
&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;*

mains impassive towards transitory pleasures,
equable existence.

j*

*

j*

leading an
j*

,*
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avayKaiov^
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eauTG)

77

TO 8e crvfJi/Bcuvov

(yiyverai)
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d.

rot t Kauirep ovcra Otiov Kal IK

yiyveroiL TOV crw/xaro?

TWV TOTTMV rwv

KCU Oeos ovcra 6 vcrrepo? po-

avre^ovcricp KOL atria Sv^a^tew? Kal TOV JUCT avTrjv KOCTa)8l
ovSev /Se/
t
epxerai KOLV peis Oarrov
4&amp;gt;vyr)

KOLKOV TipocrXa/Sovo-a,

ay over a

Kal

(^vcrtz/

/ca/cta?

avTrjs ets TO fyavtpoV) Kal

Tag T

Sv^ajLiet?

epya T

Kal Trot^o-et?, a
TW acrw/xaTO) ^pe^ovvra fJLOLrrjp re
et? TO ivtpyeiv del OVK lovra^ Tr}v T ^JV^TJV avrrjv eXa-

av rjV)

ez&amp;gt;

a

Ta&amp;gt;5

S

el^e^^ OVK e K(^a^eWa ovSe TrpooSov \af$6vra, eurrep

rj
evepyeia TTJV Sv^a/xt^ eSet^ KpvcfrOelcrav av
Kal ofo^ a^avio-Oeicrav^ Kal OVK ovcraiv, /x^SeVoTe 6Vovcra^ NvV
yap Oavpa e^et TwV evSoV ekacrTO? 8ia

J? TTOtKtXtas

/&amp;gt;teV

Tft&amp;gt;V

efa),

old^ ecrTtV^ CK TOV

Ta

y\a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vpa

ravra
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8. 5,

& The Purpose tf Life. &
e

Human soui.

BIJ T if to descend
an(j fa

^

from the upper spheres
out or su ft*er # human llfe-exper-

be acknowledged to result from an eternal law of
nature, or from the desire to be of service to some already
incarnate sufferer, one might well declare, without contra
dicting either Truth or oneself, that inasmuch as a chain s
last link is united with the first, however many connect
ience

ing links intervene
the world by God.

that the

#

human

&

Soul was sent
&amp;gt;

&

into

&

THUS does the human Soul, though by nat4. Benefit or
an incarnation. ure
cQyine, as native of the higher spheres,
no
than
a subordinate deity, engage in the
more
being
trammels of the body, reaching into this sphere by voluntary
condescension for the sake of both the developing of her
own powers and the m&tarwg-and-beautifying of the spheres
beneath her.

Even

&

&

j&amp;gt;

&

&

^

if an incarnate human soul should swiftly flee from
by an early death, she would not have suffered any harm
by her short incarnation, but rather have profited; gaining
discernment and unmasking of evil; revealing her innate
powers, manifesting both moral conduct and artistic creativeness.
All of these would in the unincarnated incorpore
al aloofness of eternity have remained immature and inef
fective.
Even to the Soul herself would these her re
sources have remained hidden, unmanifested, and inacces
* For ability remains hidden, invisible, non-exist
sible.
ent, nay, even unsuspected, without manifestation in con
duct, j* On the contrary, the Soul s inner nature may be
generally apprehended and admired through her actions
^
j*
*
effectiveness, originality and charm.
life

&

&amp;lt;*
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p^v

^a\\Ca)V9
6 eV

/caXXet

OLTTO

(^wro?

Trotec,

^^0^0?

Trpa/rw?

auras eV ^v^;^ w^ t

KaXXous

olds

6^-
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6
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ouro9 6 del
yov, KaXXou? eV uX^ ifjv^Krj 0^x09 ^01)9

Trpo auroO^

/cal

ov TTore ^0^9, art

TiW

1/^0^09,

\a/Beiv.
rj

epycp

dXXa

eiKova rt9 aurov \dftoi; Tracra yap ecrrai
AXXa ya/D 8ei rrp eiKova IK vov yevecrOai,

e/c

a&amp;gt;crre

^etpo^o9 #
8t

e7ra,KT09

ow

ai^

5

/x,^

JUT)
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oto^ xpvcrov 7ra^ro9 \pvcr6v nva Sety^a
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KeKaOappevov,
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rovrd
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The Four Degrees tf Beauty.

G^dition.

THE

or Beauty.

g 0(jy

appears in the material
#/
archetype, the aspect
of Beauty in Nature.
This, again, proceeds from the
more beautiful W0r/rf-Soul, whose greater original beauty
may, however, be seen shining most clearly when it dwells
in some noble human soul, adorning it with the light of
This indwelling causes
a beauty that is progressive.
the human soul to meditate about the nature of the
Supreme Beauty, which is incommunicable, abiding in it
Mrf.y

/s

w/z/c/z

a/z ///zflg-g

Its

^

J&amp;gt;

its creator; just
self, higher than the Logos- thought, being
as psychic matter does not constitute the Beauty which
But the Supreme Intelli
no more than resides in it.

&

gence, not having originated outside of
&
&
changing.
&amp;lt;

Itself,

can be un

&

&

&

by being an
of the Intelligible may be explained
Gold is recognized by our gen
by a simple illustration.
eral knowledge of metals which teaches us to discover gold
in crude ores, and to deal with these either by the prac
Likewise
tical process of refining, or by classification.
we may examine the intelligence in us which, on refin
Nay, let us examine
ing, tarns out to be the World-Soul s.
even the superior Intelligence which informs the Divinities.
2. illustration

material beauty can arise

of

Kenning Gold.

i

mag- e

&

&

;

&amp;lt;
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CTT
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t
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s
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t
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TT)^ e/cet

^atpav Kal
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THE GODS

are reverend with the radiance
O f indescribable Beauty, which is manifest
Not because of their worldation of supreme Intelligence.
bodies are they beautiful, but because of their Intelligence.
Wherefore the Divinities that dwell in the intellectual
3

*iufenlctSli
mvinitie?.

^

heaven are not irresponsibly to-day wise, and to-morrow
unwise. * Their wisdom consists of their refined impas
which
sive and permanent all- comprehending Intelligence,
divine
in
but
is absorbed, not in changeful human affairs,
and
is
perpet
theirs,
and intelligible issues. & Leisure
j* noticing the lower mundane
do
contemplate,
they
ually
^
heaven from far merely as by a nod of the head.
4. Beauty of the
Mundane-Ideas

HOWEVER

the Divinities

anc[ within this

,

who

dwell above
.

,

mundane heaven inter-pene

ce
trate this. .* For there appear all mundane objects as
men
and
lestial Platonic ideas: earth, sea, animals, plants,
Div
are there in their celestial aspect, j* Its indwelling
interests
their
and
merely be
inities do not scorn men
entire
that
but
region
are mundane,
pervade
cause

they

beyond with-a-refreshing-and-recuperating-influence.

*

enneades v. 8.

Plotini
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7TO&amp;gt;9

TTOJ?

etp^Tat,

auro9 t

7rX?)i&amp;gt;

vTOS, Tt
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180^
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/cat
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TOT)

77
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Divine Emanation.

&

WHOEVER

of
the mviue.
fas

i. Fertility

ine and,

Divine Emanation.
own

Cltltcad
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&

a trance- condition enters into

in

intelligence thereby enters into the

whether as somebody

Div
a

else or as himself beholds

vision of the Divine Saturnian Intelligence
ly pregnant with divinely fair offspring.

which

&

is

painless

Bearing these
around within Himself, the Divine is delighted with that
to which He has given birth, admiring His offspring and
rejoicing in His own and in their splendor. & While those
offspring that remain unmanifested are both beautiful and
ever becoming more beautiful, the last child Zeus the World.
soul alone was manifested out into the external, forming
an image by which might be judged the nature and great
ness of his Saturnian Father and yet unmanifested brethren.
in vain, therefore, did Zeus the World
ly emanation. sou i roc ecd from the Father j* now one
p
world more exists, and has become more beautiful as image
of the Beautiful for how could an image of existent Beauty
And indeed there is no doubt
help being beautiful ?
that Zeus the World-Soul imitates the
in all -

Ar^e^pSSutJNOT

:

&

Archetype
and being are imitations, his beauty is a de
or will you
rivation; nay, his very eternity is an image

his very life

pretend that the Divine Image is present in him period
* The enduringness of the Archetype im
ically only?
j*
plies that of the image naturally, not artificially.
3

HENCE

who

teach that while the inpermanent, the Visible one
is transitory, and that it originated from the command of
the Will of some Creator, are mistaken.
They are un
understand
the
real
to
of
Creation
willing
meaning
they
do not realize that as long as the Divinity shines its in
herent manifestation of illumination cannot cease, but was
We much regret that clearness
and will be eternal.
*
*
dictated these controversial terms.
.jt
b

commlTd

u yan Absurdity

visible

they

World

is

&

;

&

v.
*O ovv 0eo5 6

XMpTJo-as TO)
77/305

v.

nncadc$
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Self-Knowledge of Beauty 6mtead

Self-Knowledge
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Secret of Beauty.

a*r

SATURNIAN

Intellectual Divinity

&
is re-

p resented by a bound Figure to indicate
that He is so gorged with Beauty as to isolate Himself
from His own creations, younger and later than Himself.

US He

asserts

a defined

position

be-

tween the better Father Heaven, whom he
tho
castrates
my logically
by delimitating himself from above,
and below from a lesser Son Zeus the World-soul as a bond
that might degrade and demean Him.
&
&
B intellect as
First Beautiful.

He

YET, inasmuch as His Father Heaven was
gre ater than could be called Beautiful, so

himself has survived as the First Beautiful, although
the World-Soul to us men appears as Chief Beauty.

his child

BUT
God.

to

Intellect

is

more

than the
no more than a

beautiful

g ou} Because the latter

is

&

moulded by Himself.
Only because of this
the World- Soul by nature beautiful; indeed, its beauty
increases whenever it gazes up at the Intellectual God.
cast or impress
is

&

5*N

rce

t

2f

BlL2?&quot;

Exists.

WE
we

of Aphrodite, from

have called the World-Soul Zeus;

might
its

call it

beauty.

how much more
And from whom,

&

by

its

jt

but

more common name

If then she

is

beautiful in

must her model Intellect
be? &
if not from Him, could she ever
&
have derived that her innate and ingrown charm?
herself,

G.

Beauty

is

SO true

beautiful

is this

that

men

also are beautiful

seif-Knowfedge. on
iy

inasmuch as they abide within their
divine sphere, and become ugly whenever they grow un
faithful to It. & Hence our Beauty lies in knowing our
& This, therefore?
selves; our ugliness in self-ignorance.
is

the secret of Beauty

Self-knowledge.

&

&

&
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et
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77,
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Divine Discontent
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Divine Discontent.

HE

or F?CU.
or Lire.

SOUL, in

this choric dance around the

well of
divine origin Ofufe9 contemplates the

the
the spring of intelligence, the origin of Being,
cause of goodness, the root of the soul, all of which pro
^ It is no
ceed out of the Divinity without diminishing It,
dimmish by radiation; * It is
quantative-mass which would

life,

eternal inasmuch as It abides whole, nor is dispersed among
Wherefore also these
the above objects which It originates.
s
the
as
persistence rests on
light
continue-to-subsist, just

J

that of the sun. .* For we are neither cut off, nor aban
inter
doned outside of It, even though corporeal nature,
in attracting us. * For
succeeded
have
cepting us, might
we breathe, live, move, and have our being in God, and are
not as if salvation were something which would re
saved,

*

but a management
after its Giver had withdrawn,
the indwelling of
to
limited
and
effected
and support
by,
J*
*
*
jfr
the divine presence.

main

j&amp;gt;

SUCH is

the case because the intensity of

our

existence varies directly in the degree that
we verge towards or fail from God; near Him lies our welland fall into
being, while far from him souls grow lonely
soul
the
near
God
there
recuperates,
But
a decline.
Untainted.
Place
the
unto
all
evils
by surging up
distancing
for
is
she
there
she
impassive,
There can
freely think,
.

&

*

&

there reigns the

life

that

is

true.

*

*

*
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To yap vvv Kal TO avev Oeov i^fos
TO oe

p,vov

e/cet

a)rjs

t^v Ivlpytia ^ev vov

yevva Oeovs, eV rjo~v^co Trj 77/305 IKCLVO
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e/ceu&amp;gt;7p

eVepyeia Se Kal

eVa^,

ytvvq. Se KOL\-

A.05, ytvva St/catocrw^i/, yevva apeTtjv. Taura yap Kvei \fjv^^ t 7r\7jpojdeiora Oeov, Kal TOVTO avrfj apx*! K u T Xo? ap^rj
ff

\

5

/\

^/l

KLUV, T6AO5

p.V, OTL

CJ \

V

\

O6, OTt

yiyveTai avTrj Kal OTrep
rourots K7TTO)cri&amp;lt;s Kal (hvyr) Kal
VOILCVV)

I

8e t ort TO

ayaObv

/1\

TO ayaUOV

Kal o

o Kal crvveevKTai

^

Kal

yt-

eV

e/

ew?

Tai5

Kal

\jval&amp;lt;s

yap erepov 6eov tKCivrj, ef e/cetepa a^Tou ef avayKJ)^^ Kal over a e/cec TOI ovpdviov

i? /cat

eV jjivOois, eVet

e)(ei

IvTavOa Se

TrdVST/jno? yiyverai,

y

e/cec

KL

To yap VTav0a Kal

rjv.

IKZL,

\J^
KL

J^&amp;gt;

A.(f)pooiT7j

ovpavia

olo^ eTaLpLcrOelcra

-

TOVTO aivLTTtTai Kal

oSi/ AcaTa fyvcriv

ajcTTrep

VTav0a Se yiyveTai

Kal ecrn Tracra
TOL Trjs

Kal yap

V//U^T)

*A(^poS(/n75 yev48\ia, Kal

6*E/oa&amp;gt;s

e^ovcra i//v^ ^eov, evwOrjvai OeXov-

TrapOevos Ka\ov

TT/JO?

KaXbv

epa&amp;gt;Ta,

^OTa^ 8e

et?

IXOovcra olov /x^crTetaig a7raT7]0f), a\Xov aXXafa-

pMTa 9 ep^/xia traTpbs v/Bpi^Tai /xtcr^crao a Se
ivTevOev
Tag
vfiptis, ayvevcracra
Tfj8e p Trpos Toi
7raTpa avOiS crTeXXo/x-eV^ ev
TO&amp;gt;Z&amp;gt;
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our god- forsaken existence

more ^ian a mimicry of

veritable life;

is

no

while

beyond is pure energy of the Intellect, which, by
communing with the Divinity in a tranquil mystic touch,
gives birth to such divinities as Beauty, Righteousness and
Virtue. & These Three are brought forth by the Soul,
&
pregnant from being overshadowed by the Divinity.
that

life

beyond is, by the Soul, accounted her existence s ori
and
end, inasmuch as she proceeds thence, & and that
gin
her ideal of good abides there, and because, when she her
self shall have reached there she will have evaded what
For this our terrene life is no better than a
she was.
jt
&
degradation, a flight, a clipping of the wings.
4 T e
y
indicates
both
that
the
s
IS
Soul
Good
of Er osT and
of Aphrodite. ji eg
beyond, and that the JSiYOS-longing was
twin-born with her, and this union appears prominently
in legend and literature, jfi The Soul loves God necessarily
both because she is separated from Him from Whom she
proceeded, and because her Celestial ftros-longing dwells
there with God; she herself, here on earth, has become
Life

&
&
&
vulgar Eros.
For above dwells Celestial Aphrodite, while here below
the earthly Aphrodite-soul becomes vulgarized as a courtesan.
This is indeed hinted at by Aphrodite s birth-day, and her
&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

&

twin Eros.

&amp;lt;

&

&

&

THIS, then, is the substance of those myths:
s. The soul as
prodigal Daughter. jj er ver na ture
compels the Soul to love
y
at-one-ment
to
with Him, as
experience
God, desiring
much as a virgin cherishes a worthy love towards her
But whenever she has entered into gen
worthy father.
eration, she is blinded by what might be termed the mar
riage pleasures, namely, the transformation of the divine
into a human Eros-/0ve; and in this separation from her
Father she wantons.
But in time, growing to hate
&amp;lt;

&

worldly lasciviousness, and purifying herself from them,
she returns to her Father, fired- by- her-sacred- passion.
&

93.
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Piotlni

Kat

dyvaxTTOv e crrt TO Trd0r)p,a TOVTO, IvrevOev
V0V[JiLO 0a) CtTTO TtoV PTaV0a e^O/TO)^ ofoV CTTL TV^tZ , &V
Tts /xaXto~Ta epa, /cat OTL ravra fJLev ra epufjieva Ovr^ra
of? fjiv

KOL etocoXw^
ep(t&amp;gt;iJLvov,

e

ewres Kat

ov/c

&amp;lt;m

ou8

6

TO aXrjOipop epaj/xe^o^^ w eo*Tt /cat crv^e
avrov Kal OVTCOS (iyovTa, ov irepnrTva-o-optvov crap-

6 Xeyw^
ToYe,

xeraTriTrret

ovSe TO ayaOov ^/x-w^

/cat

Trpoiovcra

a&amp;gt;9

r)$r)

^v^r) C w

17

vToi;^

,a&amp;gt;rj&amp;lt;;,

aXXa

^ aXX^z^

TrpocreX^oucra

wore yv&vai StaTe^etcra^

os d\r)0ivrjs

diroOecrOai ra

Kal

Kal Set ouSez o?

ert

ort

/cat

tcr-

jitTa-

Trdpecmv

6

rovvavriov Se

8et t /cat eV JJLOVO) crTrjvai
TOVTW^ /cat TOU-

TO yevecrOai ILQVQV^ TrepiKoifjavra ra XotTra, oo~a Tre/Jt/cet^e^a,
e feX^et^ crTreuSet^
ivrevOev, Kal ayavaKTtlv eVt Odrepa
a&amp;gt;crT

TW

tVa

w

/X,T)

oXa&amp;gt;

e

avTO)v TTepnrrv^^eOa^ Kal /r^SeV

^aTTTo/xe^a

^eo{&amp;gt;

Opa^

4

0a KaKLvov Kal eavTOv, w? opav 0fja^ lavrov ^teV
f

dfiaprj,

ra p,v Tore

el

oe TrdXiv fiapvvoiro,

a&amp;gt;o~TTp

/&amp;gt;te-

ST^ icrriv IvTav-

^
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imca&amp;lt;I

SUCH

persons as have never been affected
j^
may arrive at a con
of
it
from
an
observation
of
the expression of
ception
Eros-loves
whenever
attain
their burning de
earthly
they
Love, Eartwy
and
celestial,

o.

sires.

&

Then

this sacred-passion

reflect

how much

greater will be divine satisfac

from loved
that
are
and
at
best, images; also
objects
mortal, injurious,
frail and unreliable, because they are not the veritably
Lovable, nor the genuinely Good which we seek; for beyond
with which
only exists that which is veritably Lovable,
the person who has attained to It, and really possesses It
can remain in touch; for It could not possess this perman
ence were It enmeshed in flesh that is bound to decay.
compared with

tion

the very real joys which proceed

&

?

&

7.

mvine

Discontent.

WHOEVER
stands

what

has once seen the Divine underI mean; how, beyond, the soul

on going right up to God
on having already gone up to God, thus has achieved
a share in God, and thus knows for itself the presence of

flourishes into another life; and,

nay,

the Choir-leader of veritable

any lack as

it settles

&

life.

It is evident that in this condition

&

&amp;lt;

the Soul cannot be in

into this Uniqueness,

this Uniqueness. *& Yet, to effect this,

nay, becomes

must she

strip off all

as it were husks, hastening to get out of this world.
Wherefore, we should be indignant about the bonds that
fetter us; we should embrace the Divinity with our whole
possibilities: leaving in ourselves not even a trifle which
would not be of service in laying hold on God.
Then,
only, will it be eternally fit for us to behold both Him
and our real selves which will be incandescent, and corus
else,

&amp;lt;

cating with light intelligible nay, even beyond that,
ant, soaring in sheer light-tf/v//z#y, having become,

buoy
nay,

being God, a-flame-and-flaring with Divinity s glowing- fire
into a radiance which alas! would flicker and die should

we

again grow heavy with material motion or

desire.

&
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VI.

TOT/TO

8r)

rj0e\

$7)\ovv

9.

9.

11.

TOTMV

OVK
jnejatn^eVou?
ov direlne 8r)\ovv irpos dXXov TO 0eiov f OTOJ JU.T) Kat aiTa)
Evrel TOLVVV 8vo OVK TJV, dXX* li/ 77^ avTo? 6
i.

TO

fj.rj

K(j)epeLv ei?

a&amp;gt;?

JUT)

TO ew/3a/^eVo^ t ws
6Ve l^iyvvro^

az^
el

fjie^coro^ ZX.OL

Kara aXXa

toeti^
tSa&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

/x^ ewpa/xeVo^ aXX* ^w/xeVo^, 65

av Trap

eavTO)

Se er Kat auTos, ^lafyopav iv auTw ouSe/xta^
V) ovrc.

11.

e/cei-

TT/OO?

eav-

ou yctp Tt IKLVCLTO Trap avr(p 9 ov

auTw ava/BefirjKOTL, aXX*
6vfjLos f OVK ImOvfJiLa aXXou Traprjv
ovSe Ti? Xoyo9 t ovSe Tt? vor)o-is, ouS 0X0)5 avTo? t ei Sei /cat
TOVTO Xeyeip, aXX* vcnrep apTracr^el? ^ evOovo-idcras ^o-v^rj
Karao-rdo-eL yeyevrjTai
TroK\LV(DV) ovSe

7re/)t

drpe^l
avrov

rrj

avrov

oucrta,

o-T/&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;o/xe&amp;gt;o5,

Kal olov crrdcri^ yevo^evo^^ ovSe TWZ^

Ka\a&amp;gt;v^

CCTTWS

aXXa TO

PIOtittO$ $
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BEATIFIC VISION.

THIS then must be

the meaning of the
Divinity
mystery-injunction forbidding
one to divulge aught to the uninitiated: namely, because
it is incommunicable to any whose sight and
hearing was
not prepared for it. For this Vision did not consist of an
objective duality, but only of a subjective union of seer and
seen. Hence it was not something tangible, but a com
munion; and only those persons that had, through such a
communion, once experienced at-one-ment, could, on
jfi
recalling the experience, form any conception of it.
s

IN

that experience the seer became attuned
a unified /z0/77z0/z)&amp;gt;, being conscious of no
opposition toward others or in himself: no anger, no de
sire, no conception, no thought,
nay, so to speak, even no
2.

Description f the

Beatific vision

self, jt

fo

Eapt and inspired hangs he

there, well- poised in

solitary calm, without a quiver in his own essence, set
tling nowhere, not wheeling around, brooding motionless
until he himself becomes a pause. & Nay, not even about
Beauty cares he, having soared far beyond it
yea, even
&
the
choric
of
the
Virtues.
beyond
graciousness
&amp;lt;*
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&quot;tlcnrep

Ti9 et9 TO etcro) TOV

\i7ra)v TO, eV

rw

dSvrov

VOLM dyaX/xara,

112.

eicrSu9, ei9

a i^tXOovri TOV dSvrou

yiyve.Tai TrpaJra /zero, TO eVSo^ 64a^a^ /cat
ovcriav Trpos OVK ayaX/za ovS et/cd^a^ dXX* auro,
i^eTat
evTepa OedpaTa. To Se tcrws r)v ov ^ea/xa,

Xiz&amp;gt;

e/cei

TT)I&amp;gt;

Xo? TpOTio?

roi)

tt^

a

T)

yty-

dXXa aX-

eKo-Tacrt?, Kcu aTrXwcTt?, Kat eViSocrtg

77^069

/cat
d(/&amp;gt;7)^

rt9 TO eV

o-Tcto-(,9

TO&amp;gt;

Et
KCU TOL9
^eo9 iKeivos opaTai. ^0^)69 Se
a\7}0ivr]v av

TO aiviy^a
TOU dSvTov

iepevs

TTOLOITO e/cet ye^djute^o9

ye^d/xe^o9 Se, TO d SvTo^ TOVTO aopaTov TL ^prjfjia voKai
KCU ap-^v^ eiS^o-et
jiuo-a9
Trrjyrjv
ap^v^ ap^yv opa f
Kal (fwyyiyveTai, KOI TO) 6/zotw TO OJJLOIOV, ovSei^ TrapaXnrwv
KCLI

////)

a&amp;gt;9

TWV 0LO)V 9 ocra ^vvarai
x

r

i^v^r)

Kac TT^O T^9 ^e a5 TO
XOITTOV TW VTrepfiavTi, TTOLV-

e^et^.

\onrov IK T^9 ^e a9 aTratTei^ TO Se
TO O eVT6 77^)0 TTOLVTtoV.
Ttt,
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Beyond the

101*3(1

VI.

9.

11

HE

is like unto a man who lias penetrated
fafo ^ ne innermost shrine, thus having left
in the outer temple the statuesque images of

Veil

the sanctuary,

behind him
the Gods which greet

him again only when he comes out

and intercourse with the very Being
of the Divine not merely forms or images which, after
As
all, are objects of vision in a secondary sense only.

after interior vision

^

not a vision, per
to this interior experience however,
an
extasy, a simplifying
haps, but another kind of seeing,
a
attunement, a self- surrender,
yearning for intimate touch,
a lull, a longing for at-one-ment and it is very doubtful
whether such an experience of beholding Being could be
*
had even in any sanctuary.
it is

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

THE Secret lies in the manner of seeing, for
should a man look in some other manner,
he would remain unconscious of anything. This Sanctuary
* The wisest prophet no
is but a figurative analogy.
more than hints how God might be perceived. * True, a
priest wise enough to understand the secret, might well
effect a veritable vision within an actual sanctuary; but
would it not be simpler and more likely, when he realizes
that a sanctuary no more than represents an invisible
origin and source of inspiration, a condition or principle,
would it not, I say, be simpler for him to save himself the
trouble of penetrating the sanctuary by merely laying hold
of the condition by his likeness to the Divine;
and this
direct method will not hinder him from attaining any divine
Hence
results within the natural limitations of his soul.
even before his vision he already claims its results which
for him who would transcend all limitations consist of
4

N^afpifc^

But a condition,

&

&amp;lt;$

&

&

That-which-is-before-and-beyond-All.
nC
U
Ke
5
wh y should the condition of lucidity be
p^bc R.ts u fts !n
Evii or seifness.
an equilibrium ? Because any disturbance thereof
results in either of two disastrous extremes:
&amp;lt;

BUT

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;
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t

dXX

/
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s

\

aXX
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oVn, eV

\

e^

s

ez^

\j

dXXw ovcra eV ov8^/
^ovy Kac OVK v

Kal OVTGJS OVK eV
\

avrrj,

O&amp;gt;

TO o

&amp;gt;

ev avrrj

^

ra&amp;gt;

eKetVa&amp;gt;

yap Kal avro5
iag, Tavrri

rj

rt? OVK ovcria,

TTpoo-ojJiiXel.

Et rt?

IKZLVOV avrov

dXX

ouz^ TOT)TO

Kal

el

eVe/cei^a ou-

avrov

dcfS

eavTov

8e r^s ^ea? Trakiv eyeipas dperrjv Trjv iv aurw feat
eavrov TrdvTrj KeKoa-p.j]^evov^ iraXiv Kov&amp;lt;f)Lcr@ijo*erai St

dpcrfjs, CTTI

ovrw ^eo)^ Kal
Xayr) TOJV

z

ovi

dv0(f)a&amp;gt;Tra)v

aXXw

fJLQVOV 7T/3O? fAOPOV.

8ta cro^ta? eV auro^ Kat,
Kal
Oeicuv
evSaLfjiovoDV
ta&amp;gt;^

/cat

/Bio&amp;lt;$
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On the one

hand, the nature of the soul is so material
not simply evanesce, but will
&
to
destruction
proceed
through real evil.
In the opposite direction, the soul would arrive, not to
another, but to its lower self.
So, while you might say
that the soul was in nonentity, because it was not in some
other-ness, yet it exists within itself; while, on the other
hand, it might be said to be in other-ness because it is
that, if it descends, it will

*

only in

itself,

and not in existence.

&

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

fmit f thls POlSCd VlSlOn? &
Di^lTm^e?
Liberation
night. A
but
formation
of what? & Not a forma
tion of substance by the soul, for souls exceed substance
by as much as they hold communion with the Divinity.
However, as soon as a man notices that he has achieved
this communion, he will find that he has thereby formed in
himself an Image of that Divinity: and he has reached the
goal of his Journey whenever he finds himself proceeding
beyond from himself as if from an Image to an archetyp
6*

11

&quot;

WHA T

is

the

&amp;lt;a

&

Whereafter, falling from his vision, lie will
Virtues, and behold himself on all sides
adorned. & Thus will he again swing himself upwards
through the Virtues to Intellect, and through Wisdom to

al Original.

in himself

awaken

j*
j*
j*
^
jt
&
GOD.
jt
Thus it happens that the life of the Gods and of divine
and happy men consists of a gradual Liberation from all

earthly bonds; a life without earthly hankerings; the
flight of the single attuned One to the single tuning One.
&amp;lt;*

NOTES ON THE TRANSLATION.
not a mechanical representation of every wordsomething within the power of any child turning the leaves
of a lexicon. It aims to express in reasonably idiomatic
English what Plotinos wished to convey; hence his words

THIS

is

with plain topical headings.
It has, however, been possible to follow the text closely,
in spite of occasional necessary condensations, explana
are arranged in paragraphs,

all amplifications
and repetitions
is intended to be
No
italics.
in
interpretation
appearing
more than tentatively provisional until the reader make
his own from the text itself, the trouble and expense of

tions, classifications,

whose setting in new type could not have been justified
by any consideration short of making the casual reader
absolute master of the situation. Indeed, sore was the
to omit the Greek
for the reader s benefit
temptation
so as to double the quantity of translation; but the inher

ent difficulties of subject and expression demanded it, if
quality was to prevail.
However, should any desire, of this translation, more
than could be given here, his wish can be gratified while
at the same time endowing the whole English-speaking
world with the rays of this sweetest, fullest, and last light
of Greece by either of the following plans:
at the rate of
1. Pay the mere actual cost of issuing,
two dollars per page, in groups of eight pages, the sub
scriber to choose the passages, if he so desires.
2. Evenness of production can be secured only by issu
ing the whole work at once. There are many men who

have by Providence been blessed sufficiently to pay, singly
or in a small group, for the issuing of the whole thous
and pages at once.
3. Become one of 40 subscribers who would pay regul
arly twelve dollars a year, receiving a 32-page instalment
monthly until the work is complete five years, perhaps.
If these financial sacrifices loom large, consider that the
translator would not personally profit thereby, and that
the ungrudging labors of perhaps the best quarter of his
life still bid fair to be wasted. Imagine his feelings
!

